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FOREWORD

The importance of human reliabil .ty in the safe operation of nuclear
power plants has been recognized for a number of years. One of the first
activities in human reliability analys .s for nuclear power was performed in
the framework of the Reactor Safety St idy (WASH-1400) where human
intervention was incorporated in the r .sk assessments. The objective of
this human reliability analysis was to estimate the influence of human
errors on the unavailability of safety systems and consequently on the
safety of the plant. In order to make the data compatible with the general
approach of probabilistic assessments, the definition of human errors has
been made similar to component faults. Therefore, while the technical
installation is taken as an aggregatio i of standard components for which
failure characteristics and frequencie : can be empirically established, the
human contribution is considered as an aggregation of standard acts and
routines for which error characteristi :s and frequencies can be
determined. Thus, increasing efforts ,re devoted to the quantitative
collection of data on human errors to »rovide the necessary basis for the
generation of more realistic human err ir probabilities which can
subsequently be incorporated into faul : and/or event trees in the framework
of Probabilistic Safety Assessments. .n addition to the quantitative
approach, qualitative information shou .d be collected from human factors
research to establish general error re luction strategies and from
operational experience feedback to for; lulate specific error reduction
guidelines.
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INTRODUCTION

All major industrial plants relj very heavily upon inputs from human
beings for their safe and economical cperation. This input occurs at many
places, from design and construction to operation and maintenance.

The consequences of errors in tlese activities where the human
interfaces with the plant can be potentially severe. However, it must be
stressed that the impact of the human being is almost always of benefit to
plant operation, both in optimizing tie plant performance, and in
recovering from faults.

The formal assessment of the salety of plant operations is a major
input into the licensing process. Th:'is safety assessment is increasingly
being performed by the use of Probabilistic Safety Assessment (PSA) and
general guidelines on how to conduct < PSA are under preparation by the
IAEA. There is, therefore, a major requirement to include the human impact
on safety within this quantitative fr< mework. It is also necessary for
plant availability optimisation to be able to quantify the contribution of
the human being to system unavailabilities. Further, it is important to
monitor the actual operation of the p! ant against some acceptability
criteria through human performance in< icators.

The general framework for the qi antitative assessment is termed Human
Reliability Assessment (HRA), and it :s our main purpose here to review and
outline the current state of the art t f HRA. Another objective is to
consider Human Performance Indicators which can alert plant manager and
regulator to departures from states o. normal and acceptable operation.

These two objectives are met in the following three sections of this
report. The first objective has been divided into two areas, based on the
geographical location of the human ac ions being considered. That is, the
modelling and data collection associa ed with control room actions are
addressed first in chapter 1 while ac ions outside the control room
(including maintenance) are addressed in chapter 2. This division is not
the only way in which human actions din be classified, of course, but is
chosen here as these different types of action are likely to interface with
the PSA in different ways.



Both chapters 1 and 2 present a brief outline of the current status
of HRA for these areas, and the major outstanding issues. ERA is a
developing subject, both in terms of an understanding and in the scale of
its application. What is certain is that there is great scope for claiming
benefits from human actions by quantitative means. Very high reliabilities
(from operating crews) can be achieved for certain actions - the
probability that a flight crew fails to remember to lower the undercarriage
prior to landing can be shown easily from experience to be of the order of
_j10 . The task of HRA is to understand and model the processes which

lead to such low failure probabilities and to justify reliabilities claimed
of operator actions where such clear data does not exist. All modelling,
of course, must be supported by data, and the two issues must, as here, be
addressed together.

Chapter 3 discusses Human Performance Indicators. Such performance
indicators can signal, at various levels, changes in factors which
influence human performance. As such, they provide a means of addressing
the most difficult areas of human interaction with plant, namely the
effects of management attitudes and overall safety culture in plant safety
and availability.

The final section of this report consists of papers presented by some
of the participants of the Technical Committee Meeting. They present and
discuss in more detail some of the issues considered in the general
overview given in chapters 1,2, and 3.



Chapter 1

DATA COLLECTION AND MODELLING OF CONTROL ROOM ACTIONS
FOR HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

This chapter addresses the gener, .1 areas of data collection and
modelling as they relate to the suppor of the development of an
information set which could be expecte< to allow the performance of an
adequate Human Reliability Analysis as part of a PSA. The following
sections summarize the topics addresse* and the major issues raised in each
topic area.

1.1. Data collection
1.1.1. Empirical historical it formation

The historical base of information considered relevant to addressing
human reliability issues includes docui lents related to the plant specific
operating history, generic operating h story information, and published
data sources. The operating history records in the plant under
investigation which contain information, relevant to the HRA include:
reports which document plant outages o: power reductions along with their
causes, plant scrams and post scram investigations, maintenance reports,
and operator logs. The last two are r levant in as much as they contain
indications of activities which where nsuccessful without a hardware cause
being present.

Generic operating history includes information of the type mentioned
above, but collected from other than t• .e plant undergoing investigation.
This data may be required to supplemen plant information or to be used as
surrogate information where plant info mation does not exist. The types of
generic information could include plan s of the same type within or outside
of the same operating authority, plant of a similar type operated by other
authorities or nations, or other plant types. Under certain circumstances
general nuclear facility data drawn fr>. m research reactors, production
reactors, and fuel processing faciliti< s might be used as well as
information obtained from general process industries, such as the chemical
industry. However analysts are cautio: :ed when non-plant specific
information is used that underlying di ferences which could affect the
applicability of the data obtained on ,he analysis of the plant undergoing
study must be clearly highlighted. AL o any assumptions made to modify the
data collected must be clearly stated so as to be available for review.



The Technical Committee Meeting (TCM) noted the scarcity of published
sources of human error information in general, and that national or
commercial constraints tended to reduce this set further. In fact the TCM
could only point to three readily available sources namely Licensing Events
Reports (LERs), IAEA Incident Reports, and the Swain handbook NUREG/1278.
Another source, the NUCLARR data set may be available but only on a
restricted access basis.

1.1.2. Subjective information

The scarce state of empirical quantitative information always forces
the human reliability analysts to develop some data required for their
analysis from subjective non-empirical sources. The TCM discussed the
types of this data, the methods used for collection and issues related to
the application of the information collected.

1.1.2.1. Data types

The data types typically developed include direct estimates of
probabilities of human error, as well as information related to the
modification of previously collected data. Quantitative probability
estimates have been obtained by both observational and experimental
methods. The distinction drawn between the two is that the former relates
to information obtained on an ad hoc basis from a previously planned
activity (such as an operator simulator training session) and the latter
relates to activities which are pre-planned with the expressed intention to
generate probability data.

The far more relevant type of subjective data obtained to support an
HRA is data needed to modify or expand the applicability of one or more
data sets previously acquired. These include information required to
convert data collected from normal operation to account for the expected
accident environment, to account for differences which may exist between
differing national programs, to account for reactor type or power level
differences, level of operator experience within the NPP setting. In
addition such data would be required to adjust data collected at research
reactors, production reactors, fuel processing facilities so as to account
for the potentially significant differences in operational conditions and
practices. Finally, in almost all instances, subjective data needs to be
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derived to substantiate the plant specific aspects of the final
quantification of human interaction related events.

1.1.2.2. Methods of data collection

The methods which have been emplc yed for subjective data collection
were then discussed. These were divided into observational and
experimental methods according to the >reviously mentioned definitions.
The observational methods include dire t observations, photographic
recording, video recording, and audio ecording. The TCM mentioned that
the latter three methods while useful night be restricted from use within
some Member State boundaries. The exp< rimental data collection activites
could include part or full task experii lents but care must be taken to
properly account for the fact that the experimental subjects might not be
actual plant operators, and that the t, .sks performed might not strictly be
actual tasks. The final method of dat; collection discussed and one
recognized as being used almost univer; ally in PSA/HRA is the process of
interviewing plant personnel.

1.1.2.3. Issues related to subj< ctive information

Whenever subjective information s to be used there is always the
danger for misuse. The issues which w re thought to be important in this
regard were the relevance of the infori lation, subject matter expert biases,
experience base of the subjects, the s, rople size,and inter-shift differences.

1.1.3. Simulators

Simulators are recognized as impcrtant tools for the development of
HRA related data. However, it is also recognized that differences between
the simulator environment and the plant accident environment are required
to be properly accounted for to make collected data useful. Useful
simulator devices are seen to run from small part-task devices based on PCs
only, through hybrid devices consisting of PCs combined with some plant
specific interfaces, to full task simulators. Full task simulators could
be either generic to a plant type or siecific to an individual plant and in
either instance they could be constructed as state vector trajectory
tracking devices, devices which solve the plant condition in real time
without consideration for two phase flew phenomena, and finally plant
analyzers which include two phase-flow.,
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The data collection approaches for simulators are the same as those
mentioned before with the addition that many simulators provide the feature
of tracking every action taken by the operator through the course of the
simulations. The issues which were seen as important to address when
simulator generated data was used were; vigilance, the fact that operators
in a simulator expect off normal events while in the plant they expect
normal operation; burden, which is the probabilistic analog of workload and
accounts for the differences in stress between accident and simulator
conditions; team response, the fact that simulator teams may be constructed
differently from actual control room teams; task differences, the fact that
certain interfaces in the actual accomplishment of the task, such as the
need to communicate out of the control room, may not be realistically
represented.

1.1.4. Human information processing models

Another recent development in the generation of human reliability
data has been the creation of computer based systems which are intended to
simulate the human decision making process. In these systems a model of
the plant is connected with a model of the human information processing
system and data on solution times to successful recovery are generated.
These techniques are known to be under development in both the USA and
Japan and involve using either artificial intelligence models or virtual
(learning) computer models. An example of this approach was given in the
paper presented by Mr. Hiei from Japan (see Annex).

1.1.5. Data uncertainties

Because human error data are so rare, the question of uncertainty is
one that must be addressed on a subjective basis no matter what method is
chosen. The most common approaches used are the error distribution
approach or the Monte Carlo Simulation approach. In the first apprach the
uncertainty is expressed in the form of a continuous distribution
surrounding the chosen point estimate.

In the second the uncertainty is established via random draw process
and may not be based upon any specific distribution. When a distribution
is used the log normal is often the one of choice and the uncertainty is
expressed in the terms of the log normal factor which is given by the
ration of the 95th percentile value to the median.
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1.2. Modelling

The TCM recognized that there had been much work done recently by the
IAEA and others to establish an inventory of the many models used in HRA
and to classify and categorize each. The work presented in the paper by
Mr. Hiei of Japan (see Annex) and the «?ork which Dr. A. Swain had just
completed for GRS in Germany are two 2xamples. It was therefore not the
intention nor was it possible for the TCM to repeat these activities. What
was done instead was to discuss the general classes of models used. Under
this heading four types of models whets identified: time independent
models, time dependent models, limited or competing resource models, and
human behaviour models. Each of these classes is discussed below.

1.2.1. Time independent models

These models relate to human everts where the time available to the
operator is not seen as a major constraint on his actions. Specifically
when his probability of acting is not significantly altered by reducing or
increasing the available time. Errors related to those events usually, but
not always, occur before the initiatici and thus the models are sometimes
referred to as latent error models. 1 he THERP model is one example of this
type of model.

1.2.2. Time dependent models

Time dependent models refer to nDdels of those situations where the
time available to the operator is a major constraining activity on his
ability to act. Specifically in these- models the time available
significantly affects the probability that he will respond correctly. Many
models of this type have been developed, most of them are based upon a Time
Reliability Correlation (TRC) which is: represented by a probability
distribution. Three of the models - ECR, ORCA and OATS - are distinguished
by the distribution chosen to represent this correlation between the
response time available and the probability of responding: the HCR and the
ORCA models having chosen a lognormal representation and the OATS model a
log-linear representation.

A.D. Swain. Comparative Evaluation <: f Methods for Human Reliability
Analysis, GRS-71, Gesellschaft fur Re;:ktorsicherheit mbH, April 1989.
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Other models not based upon single TRCs have been developed, and
these are either mathematically represented or they are represented via
computer simulation as discussed by Mr. Hiei in his paper (see Annex).

1.2.3. Models of events which involve limiting or competing
resources

Developed PSAs have indicated that many, if not most, of the risk
significant accident sequences involve situations where the accident
potential consequences or the probability for significant consequences
increases as does the time at which the operator responds to the event.
Contrastingly the operator's probability of not successfully diagnosing the
event and responding to it decreases with time. These two effects exist in
many event sequences of interest including station blackout and Anticipated
Transient Without Scram (ATWS). In the past the approach utilized to keep
the PSA models simple was to pick a time and to assume that the ultimate
consequence resulted after this time. This assumption however provides a
highly pessimistic estimate and is thereby likely to misrepresent the
contribution of the sequence thus analyzed to the overall core melt
probability. An improvement made to address this problem was to look at
the process incrementally and assess the overall probability in terms of
the sum of the incremental contributions. Recently approaches have been
developed which use a cumulative convolution mathematical approach which
obtains a more realistic representation of the risk. This approach has
also been applied to address the problem of the operator responding to
multiple events with the same time period. This approach and others
similar to it are just now undergoing development, but it is expected that
much new work in this important area will be forthcoming.

The modelling of events such as station blackout, ATWS, feed and
bleed, etc., provided a clear indication of the need to represent events
involving both human and equipment related aspects in an integrated
fashion. Some representation is required which clearly presents the
equipment and decision making options available, and the controls placed
upon the actions of the operator to enehance the probability of this
performing correctly. Representations such as the Functional Event
Sequence Diagrams (FESDs) developed in the USA, the De-BDAs developed in
Japan, and the AEBs in Sweden, as discussed in papers presented at this
TCM, are examples of developments along these lines.
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The TCM subsequently discussed jui;t what were the controls placed on
the operator which might impact risk. The list mentioned included
interlocks, inhibits, procedures, training, management culture, industry
culture, state culture, and even national culture. The controls range in
their impact from the more absolute bu : very specific as in the case of
interlocks, to the very tenuous but ex iremely global as in the case of
state and national culture. It was recognized that these controls were
extremely important to risk but that only the first four items could be
treated currently by PSAs. To treat t! le cultural impacts on risk is still
a development area as had been discussed by Messrs. Wreathall and Fragola
from the USA in their paper (see Annex i.

1.2.4. Human behavioural models

Finally, models which would be us iful for better establishing the
underlying basis for HRA were discusse I. It was recognized that the
fundamental basis of all HRA was lacki ig because adequate models of the
underlying process of human decision miking had not been forthcoming. The
TCM noticed that two general areas of rork on this problem had been
initiated. The first involved the exp srimental effort undertaken by
individual researchers in an attempt t > better understand the cognitive
basis of operator actions. Examples o: this work include papers from the
USSR and Turkey presented at the TCM, rork being done by Reason in the
United Kingdom and by Heslinga in the Netherlands.

Another approach to solving this problem is to establish a computer
implemented model which emulates the toman information processing system.
Such research activities have been started in the USA and Japan and there
is reason to believe that other nation s such as Germany and France are also
engaged in similar research. However sven given these pioneering efforts
it is generally recognized that lack cf fundamental models is a significant
weakness of HRA. This weakness shoulc be addressed by a continuing
research programs.
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Chapter 2

DATA COLLECTION AND MODELLING OF NON-CONTROL-ROOM ACTIONS
FOR HUMAN RELIABILITY ANALYSIS

2.1. Introduction

Human interactions in the power plant include both control room (CR)
actions and actions that are performed outside the control room by the
plant operators.

Human errors in both areas may generate hazards and as such should be
considered when performing PSAs.

There are, however, likely to be significant differences in both the
types of operation and the working environment between control room
operations and non-control-room operations. This may lead to significant
differences between the types and probability of human errors in the two
working areas which need to be addressed. This section provides an
indication of the type of operation that can be expected in the
non-control-room areas of plant and the likely differences between these
operations and control room operations.

In the following sections the potential implications of these
differences are discussed with reference to:

1. the types and potential consequences of human error and
their likely safety implications

2. modelling of human errors
3. collection of human error data.

2.2. Scope of the non-control-room activities

The extent and nature of non-control-room activities will be largely
dependent upon the design and operating philosophy of individual plants but
in general these activities may be grouped into four general categories.
(Those actions relating to the design, construction and implementation of
plant modifications are not included but obviously such activities also
provide the potential for human errors which may have safety implications).

- Manual operations during normal operation: This category
includes all operator actions which are necessary for the normal
operation of the plant (e.g. operating some valves manually,
switch on/off some equipment locally.)
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- Manual actions during abnormal operations: In case of
unanticipated events additional manual actions may become
necessary. This category cm include attempts to repair/operate
manually components which failed during demand or actions to
mitigate an accident after >ther operational actions have
failed, e.g. refilling discharging water from a tank manually,
supplying external power af :er loss of power.

- Maintenance/Calibration/Tes :ing: This category includes
maintenance that is all the ie actions which are periodically
performed to equipment acco .'ding to a schedule e.g. lubrication
(planned maintenance) or wh .ch are necessary to repair a
component during plant operation (corrective maintenance).

Calibration consists of all those actions that need to be
performed periodically acco 'ding to the schedule to adjust and
calibrate measuring equipment to the present state of the plant
e.g. calibration of neutron flux detectors according to burn-up.

Testing includes all action ; necessary for the periodic testing
of the equipment functions luring operation e.g. testing of the
components of the reactor protection system.

Inspection: This covers all those activities which check
visually the state of the u.it. This category may include
general walks through the p .ant to axcertain its overall state
and more specific checks on individual pieces of equipment or
systems (e.g. checks for leakages, lubricator, etc.)

Inspection may also be used to validate other actions.

2.3. Potential differences with iontrol room activities

In many cases the nature of oper.: .tions and the environment for
non-control-room operations differ s Lgnificantly from those that pertain in
the control room. Because such diff jrences occur care must be taken in
integrating the two areas of activit-r into a PSA. Techniques that are
applicable for one may not be releva it or appropriate to the other. The
level of reliability obtained in the control room environment may not be
achieved in the field.
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Some of the differences that can occur for non-control room
operations and which may effect human reliability are summarized below.

- Environmental differences
Plant operation may take place in a hazardous or non-optimal
environment (e.g. noise, heat, radiation, lighting).
There may also be difficulties in gaining physical access to
equipment on plant.

- Level of knowledge/training
Plant operations may be performed by operators with less
knowledge of the overall plant functions or less training.

Availability of information/communication
The level of the overall plant state information is likely to be
much lower on plant than in the control room, decisions may have
to be taken on very limited local information. However,
detailed information may not be necessary.

Tasks and individuals may be physically separated leading to
communication difficulties.

- Nature of the task
The nature of tasks undertaken by operators on plant may be very
different from those undertaken by control room operators. For
example they:
- may be manipulative in nature
- may require physical strength

may be procedural or non-procedure based
- may be repetitive and simple
- may involve equipment that may be difficult to locate or be

wrongly labeled
- may be performed by small teams/individuals with only

limited local supervision
may have limited resources, inadequate time or competing
requirements.

Although the above differences would tend to reduce operator
reliability for non-control-room activities, other aspects may enhance
reliability, for example non-control-room activities tend to be generally

18



skill or rule based and do not require the higher levels of knowledge
required in the control room.

2.4. Classification of human errt irs

Those human errors that can occu:1 during the operations classified in
section 2.3 can be categorized from thu point of view of the potential
consequences.

- Category A; human errors that lead to the degradation of the
availability of the safety 'elated systems.

- Category B; involves those irrors, that can initiate an
unanticipated transient. These errors are handled in the
analyses as initiating even :s.
Category C; those human errors that can occur during or
following a transient or accident sequence (e.g. after the
initiating event).

Although human errors arising fr,«m all the identified classes of
operations may contribute to all consequence categories, it was considered
that some operations are more likely t•< lead to some categories of errors
than others. This is discussed with examples below. The results are
summarized in Table 2.1.

a) Normal operations;
Errors during normal operat on can generate consequences that
affect the availability of ; afety related systems, or can
initiate an unanticipated transient (categories A and B ).

Example a
The field operator left opei a valve on a test branch, and as a
consequence standby system remains unavailable.
The field operator confuses valves, and initiates a transient.

b) Abnormal operations ?
These human errors are most y related to the response actions of
the personnel following an nitiating event, and can affect the
final outcome of the event category C ).
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TABLE 2.1

Major Categories of Human Errors Arising from
Non-Control-Room Operations

Category (see section 2.4)

1) Normal
Operation X X

2) Abnormal
Operation

3) Maintenance X X

4) Inspection X X

Example b
When attempting to establish the secondary side cooling system
the operator fails and as a consequence long term cooling is not
achieved.

c) Maintenance actions;
The errors made by the maintenance personnel can result in
component failures and therefore effect the availability safety
related equipment. On the other hand the maintenance personnel
can also work on the operating systems and can thereby create a
transient initiator.

Example c
Incorrect repair work (category A)
Failure to return plant to operating state following maintenance
(category A)
Providing incorrect signal during testing a stand-by system
(category B).
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d) Inspection

Errors during inspection c£n give false information on the
system or equipment states. They can therefore lead to
misunderstanding of the situation and can result in degradation
of the system reliability <:r inappropriate actions being taken
by operator during transierts (categories A and C).

Example d
In service inspection does not recognize that a test valve is
open. This may cause systems failure when called, thereby reducing
the availability of the system (categories A and C).

Inaccurate information on plant status may lead to misdiagnosis of a
developing fault and consequently result in inappropriate remedial action
being taken (category C).

2.5. Modelling of human errors f3r non-control-room activities

The general models described earlier for human error analysis,
representation and quantification are squally applicable to all plant
operations. However, the selection of appropriate techniques to model
non-control-room activities should tal2 into account the types of errors
that can occur and the major differenc2s between control room and
non-control-room activities identified in sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Specifically models that take into account the effects of a non-optimal
environment, possible communication an I information problems and the often
manipulated nature of these tasks are Likely to be the must useful.

2.6. Collection of human error data

2.6.1. Reasons for data collect!an

Many techniques have been developed to quantify human reliability.
All of the techniques would benefit fiDm the availability of real data in
one or more of the following ways.

1. Data could be used for validating the available techniques
2. Data could be useful for calibration of certain techniques.
3. Data could be incorporated into a technique data base.
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In a more general sense more comprehensive data should also lead to a
better tinderstanding of the underlying mechanisms of errors and how these
are affected by various external factors. As a result error identification
and quantification techniques will be enhanced and better guidance will be
available on how potential human errors can be avoided or reduced.

2.6.2. Problems with data collection

The problems of data collection are not unique to non-control-room
actions and relate generally to a natural reluctance to reporting errors
(particularly if error reporting schemes are related to disciplining
systems) and the difficulty in generating relevant information on the root
causes of events.

Some of these problems are, however, likely to be increased for
non-control-room operations. For example:

- operations on plant are typically performed by small teams
or individuals and the level of direct supervision may be
less, thus errors that are rectified by a person who
committed the error are unlikely to be reported.

- the reporting routes are likely to be extended.

This may be offset to some extent by the fact that on-plant
operations are likely to be less complex and require a lower level of
congnitive activity. Hence, the interpretation of what limited data that
exists may be less complex.

2.6.3. Sources of human error data

It is not the intent to describe here the various human error data
bases that are generally available (see section 1.1.1) but to provide
guidelines as to where relevant information may reside within current plant
records.

This is of particular importance for non control room operations
where the nature and extent of operations and the environment in which they
are undertaken will vary greatly from plant to plant and for which much of
the generic may be inappropriate.
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For category A errors relevant information may be found in equipment
records, maintenance records, etc., which may for example indicate how
errors during maintenance lead to equipment unavailability.

Care must however be taken in uiiing these data for PSA as some of
these errors may already be included :n the equipment reliabilities used.

For categories B and C errors information will arise from the various
forms of incident reports although, at noted above, unless specifically
designed to do so, they may not provide adequate information on either the
error mechanisms or the external facti rs which affect it.

Information may also be obtainei for all error categories by
interviews with the plant personnel. Noting the difficulties of formal
reporting of errors for non-control-r<om activities, they may be of most
use in this area, although problems oi bias would have to be addressed.

2.6.A. Methods for improving data collection

A major pre-requisite for implei entation of a successful data
collection scheme is the need to assij n to specific individuals the
responsibility to investigate incidents and collect error data. Implicit
with this is a firm management and operator committment to data collection
and analysis and a belief in its benefits.

Data that is collected should b< as comprehensive as possible.
Errors that do not lead to incidents <r which are rapidly rectified will
still provide relevant information, t Iso the data collection systems
should provide appropriate informatior such that the underlying causes can
be understood. The data collection sj stem should be integrated with the
data interpretation and usage system (i.e. if the quantification models use
Performance Shaping Factors (PSFs), tie data collection system should
provide information on the appropriate PSFs). Where possible data should
be factual rather than judgemental in nature.

Simulator data may not be parti< ularly relevant to non-control-room
activities and where available plant \ ased data is preferred. If simulator
data has to be used, care needs to be employed to take account of the
differences in environment between cor trol room and non-control-room
activities.
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Chapter 3

HUMAN PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

3.1. Uses of and needs for human performance indicators

Human Performance Indicators (HPIs) are a new and developing concept
in nuclear power plant safety. Their roles and uses are not yet well
established. Many countries are experimenting with performance indicators,
both at the national and international level. For example, there has been
recent agreement under the aegis of UNIPEDE and WANO to monitor certain
measures of nuclear power plant indicators. These have been termed direct
indicators (see Wreathall & Fragola, Annex). However, these are not seen
as indicators associated directly with human performance. In contrast,
human performance indicators are intended to provide means of monitoring
human behaviour in nuclear power plant.

The most important factor in indicators' development is the selection
of which behaviours are important to safety in the context of some overall
purpose. The overall purpose may be limited, such as in monitoring the
effectiveness of training or maintenance by plant or utility senior
management. Alternatively, regulators may be concerned with monitoring the
overall behaviours at the plant (worker, supervisor, and manager) for their
impact on safety and risk.

One example could be to monitor human behaviours that are implicitly
and explicitly modelled in a PSA. The explicit behaviour modelled includes
operator and maintainer error rates. Implicit are the quality of training,
the effectiveness of quality assurance programs, and the levels of
adherence to procedures and standards.

Also implicit is the effectiveness of management in controlling the
overall performance of the plant. One use of HPIs could be therefore to
monitor these implicit and explicit levels of behaviour to ensure that the
standards of safety expressed in the PSA are, in fact, continuing to be met.

HPIs are therefore means for monitoring human behaviour important to
some overall goal (such as safety) on an continuing basis, through the
collection and evaluation of data. This connection between indicators and
behaviour of concern lies at the heart of the remaining issues in indicator
considerations.
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3.2. Issues in indicators devslopment

Regardless of the specific purpose for which indicators are being
developed, certain issues remain constant in their development.

3.2.1. Behaviour of interest

First, in the consideration of indicators, it is necessary to identify
(1) the specific goal of the overall program (such as monitoring
assumptions in a PSA or ensuring compliance with regulatory standards, and
(2) what behaviours are important to that particular goal. These are
termed the behaviours of interest (BOIs) for the study.

The identification of BOIs requires two developments: first, a
classification of the various behaviours in a nuclear plant; and second, a
framework relating the behaviour classification to the overall objectives.
The paper by Wreathall & Fragola (see \nnex) provides one combination of
the types/tokens/core processes classification of behaviour with the
structure of latent and active failure is, and unsafe acts. Put into a PSA
context, the unsafe acts (as latent or active failures) describe the
influence of bahaviour on risk. An alternative classification of

2behaviours is provided in Abramova (1939) , which describes a
socio-psychological classification of luman behaviour (conflict, social
development, adaptation, personality, traits) and how these are important
to successful and safe operations. Ta>le 3.1 provides a summary of this
concept, with Table 3.2 describing the relationship between psychological
requirements and occupation in nuclear power plants. Alternative
classifications and their impact on sa. :ety or economic behaviour can be
conceived.

2 Abramova, V.M. "Graded Psychological Training of Operations Personnel",
Report published by the Institute of N iclear Power, Obninsk, USSR.
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TABLE 3.1

PSYCHOLOGICAL BEHAVIOUR
CATEGORIZATION

Errors_ai the. p.sycho£hysiology_level
apprehending information an operator did not notice/ did not hear/ did not
see a signal, or it seemed to him there was a signal; retarded response;
(inability to act in emergency).

Errors_ai the. menta.l_p£yc.h.o_lQ.gy_ / memory_leve_l
getting accustomed to stereotype situations/ inadequate response to a new
situation; low professional skills

Errors_ai the. ffio£ivaiisn_/_attitude_s_p.§y.c.ho_lflgy_ level
biased social values, lack of interest to work, low estimate of work
importance; formal attitude to one's job; lack of discipline, no sense of
duty

Errors_al the. Eerspjnality. p_sy_cholo.gy_leve.l
lack of will; reluctance to act reasonably in emergency;
uncommunicativeness; other-worldly behaviour; emotional instability; lack
of self-control and other features which hinder performance and result in
job quality decline

Errors_ai Jbhe. sp£ia,l_p.syic_hg_lQgy. level
inability or reluctance to work in a group; pronounced conflict-mindedness
in behaviour, inability to lead the people
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TABLE 3.2

REQUIREMENTS FOR NPP MANAGEMENT AND PERSONNEL LEVELS
L
e
V
e
1
8

la

Age,
post

23-25
opera-
tor

The next
stage of
carrier
promotion

Engineer

Occupational
requirements

College trainin ;
Ability to take one's

Psychological requirements
for nomination

Good health, strong nerves
and mental stability
Personality qualities: perse-

Ib the
same

Senior
operator

25-30, Head of
senior labora-
opera- tory
tor

II 30-35,
head
of la-
bora-
tory

Head of
NPP divi-
sion

III 35-40 Chief en-
head gineer,

director

bearing in emer
Ability to put
instructions in
practice.
Creativity
Experience in
streamlining
and inventing.
We11-developed
imaginative and
abstract thinki:

;ency verance, emotional stability,
sence of discipline, aptitude

;o for fulfilling one's duties,
courage, ability to work in
group, trust in fellow-work-
ers.
Well-developed will power
and self control
Right self-appraisal of abi-
lities to deal with problems

.g. and to carry out decisions.
Ambition.

The same requir :-
ments added by;
Knowledge of te h-
nical and physi al
processes in th
unit
The above requi e-
ments of la add: d
by: Knowledge o
technical and
physical proces. es
in the unit.
Organizational e bi-
lity. Knowledge
of group psycho: o-
gy. Ability to
solve problems i; t
NPP.

The above requiis-
ments added by:
Cognizance of
technological pi 3-
cesses at plant,
knowledge of lav ,
ecology, group n ma-
gement and econc nics

The above requir »-
ments added by:
Statesmanlike jt. Ige-
ment, sense of
vision. Ability to
manage a large g coup.

Adequate response to emergen-
cy, reasonable aptitude for
taking risk and ability to
take risk knowingly.
Good memory, developed atten-
tion.
The above qualities added by:
Qualities of a leader and
organizational abilities.
Observance of norms and so-
cial laws of the society.
Ability to deal with people
and ensure attaining goals.
Resolution and vigor.
Aptitude for taking respon-
sibility for decision in
emergency.
Good capacity for work.
The above qualities added by:
Good organizational abilities.
Ability to uphold one's opi-
nion.
Single-mindedness, aptitude
for bringing work to a
successful completion. Good
judgement. Adequate atti-
tude to criticism. Good
capacity for work. Ability
to act at short notice.
The above qualities added by:
Ability to find optimal
solutions of problems in
normal and abnormal
conditions. Aptitude for
organizing large groups.

Ability to go into the
situation without delay.
Civic-mindedness.
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3.2.2. Availability of data

It is important that relevant and frequent data can be obtained for
any proposed indicators. These data should be free from being manipulated
by the subjects being monitored (e.g. data gathering by independent group
or automatic equipment), should be frequent (in the context of the
behaviour being measured - e.g. validating PSA assumptions annually vs.
monitoring regulatory compliance monthly or quarterly), and should be
sensitive to changes in the behaviour of interest.

3.2.3. Combinations of indicators

Experience suggests that combinations of indicators may provide more
effective monitoring of behaviour than single indicators. Several factors
lead to this conclusion. First, combinations of indicators are expected to
be less susceptible to manipulation than one single indicator. Second,
changes in behaviour can lead to undesired and unexpected changes in
safety, which may be identified by additional indicators. Finally,
combinations of indicators may indicate behaviour at several levels. For
example, trends in single indicators (say, of operations, training or
maintenance) may reveal a "local" problem but similar trends in all
indicators together may indicate problems with higher levels in the
organization.

3.2.4. Plant-to-plant comparisons

Indicator programs that have been developed in some cases have been
used for plant-to-plant comparisons. In contrast other programs (such as
that developed by USNRC) have taken a deliberate choice not to perform
plant-to-plant comparisons, but to use indicators to detect trends through
time of individual plants. If a program is intending to perform
plant-to-plant comparisons, several factors must be taken into account:

- commonality of definitions
- comparability of safety framework
- equivalence in data integrity.

If these are not addressed in the program, interplant comparisons
will not be fair or valid.
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3.2.5. Acceptance by monitored subjects

For an indicator program to be widely accepted, those humans whose
performance is being monitored must accept or, at least, understand the
objectives of the program. While this is not a requirement, acceptance of
the program's goals is less likely to lead to manipulations or distortion
of the data being used.

3.3. Recommendations on selectioi i and use of human performance
indicators

The following are intended :o help analysts in selecting and
using human performance indicators.

a) Specify the Scope and Purpose of the Overall Program.

Is the project monitoring safety economic, or operational issue?
- level
- purpose
e.g. - local changes in training

- verify PSA assumptions
- monitor regulatory compliance.

b) Identify the Behaviour of L iterest in these Issues

- what kinds of behaviour are important?
- types/tokens/core processes
- psycho-social behav:.ours
- organizational func .ions
- etc.

- how can these kind of behaviour really affect issues ?
- safety
- PSA
- unsafe acts
- etc.

- economic
availability
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c) Propose Candidate Indicators

- what data are available to analysts ?
- frequency
- openess
- manipulable

- relevance to BOI
- closeness/remoteness
- depends on behaviour level & classification scheme

d) Evaluate Candidate Indicators

- qualitative ranking based on judgements:
- closeness to BOI
- availability ?
- manipulable ?
- relevance to more than one BOI ?

- statistical performance:
- comparison with other measures of safety
- historical trends

e) Select Criteria for Response

- alert levels to initiate response:
- level vs. trend
- graded response vs. level

- appropriateness of response:
- part of objectives of program
- controllability of behaviour
- who is in charge ?

- need for statistically significant trends

f) Perform TrjLal Use

- validate and verify process
- QA process for indicators' use
- technology transfer to end user.
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HUMAN ERRORS TREATMENT £ YSTEM FOR PSA PURPOSES

G.J. CARUSO*
Safety Assessment Division,
Comisidn Nacional de Energia Atomic a,
Buenos Aires, Argentina

Abstract

The most important developments in human reliability
analysis have been carried out within in the framework of
probabilistic safety analysis (FSA). Nowadays, a wide
variety of methodologies, error classifications, models,
assumptions and limitations related to human reliability are
used in different PSAs.

The purpose of this paper is to introduce the general
outline of a methodology used ir Argentina for human error
treament in PSA. The objectives of this methodology are:
ordering the various steps in hi;man reliability; identifying
weaknesses and steps that require a more detailed level or
development; providing operators and other analysts who bear
relation to PSA with a comprehersive and familiar system for
analyzing human errors.

The methodology is divided into two phases: qualitative
analysis and quantitative analysis. The main issues
considered are: data collection and classification, human
reliability models, analysis of root causes and, finally,
error reduction strategies.

1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that human errors treatment is one of
the most sensitive and controversial points in PSA. The
analysis of the various accidental sequences considered
in PSAs for different nuclear facilities (nuclear power
plants and research reactors) has proved that the
operator's contribution plays a leading role in the

* Present address: Division of Nuclear Safety, Iuternational Atomic Energy Agency, P.O. Box 100,
A-1400 Vienna, Austria.
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frequency of core damage. Besides, experience acquired
in human errors treatment for PSA purposes has shown some
limitations, while different criteria have been applied
in analysis, model selection, error classification and
data collection.

Starting from existing models and methodologies for the
treatment of human reliability, this paper introduces the
outline of a system used in Argentina for human errors
treatment, encompassing all the stages between data
collection -both qualitative and quantitative- and the
plant-specific error reduction strategies.

2. HUMAN ERRORS TREATMENT SYSTEM

Figure 1 shows the structure of the human errors
treatment system used in Argentina to evaluate human
reliability for PSA purposes. The methodology involves
two steps:

- Qualitative analysis

- Quantitative analysis

2.1. Qualitative analysis

The qualitative analysis involves:

- Qualitative data collection

- Human errors classification, plus their
incorporation to the fault and event trees.

- Analysis of the minimal cut sets and selection of
human errors.

The main objective of qualitative data collection is
identifying tentative human errors that might occur,
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while a second objective is identifying the
qualitative matters related to the level of detail
required for the assessed errors (fundamentally,
performance shaping factors), considering the
functions of the plant systems, the design features
of those systems, the operators' working conditions,
etc.

The classification of human errors is as follows:

Pre-accidental errors:

. Failure to restore following maintenance

. Failure to restore following testing

. Maintenance and testing errors

. Miscalibration

. other.

Post-accidental errors in:

. Manual starting and operation of systems

. Actions for plant control

. Recovery actions

. Other

As a general rule, pre-accidental human errors are
incorporated to fault trees, while post-accidental
ones are incorporated to event trees. However, it
may happen that some errors classified as
post-accidental be incorporated to fault trees. By
means of a qualitative resolution of the fault and
event trees, which are defined in the steps "system
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modelling" and "sequence modelling" of the PSA,
respectively, the corresponding minimal cut sets are
obtained.

In order to select those human errors that may
potentially affect plant safety, two criteria are
used, with the aid of a personal computer. The
degree of limitation of those criteria depends on
how detailed is the analysis performed. Those
limitations are:

- Limitation in the order of the minimal cut sets
involving human errors t!iat are submitted to
analysis.

- Limitation in probability value of the minimal cut
sets involving human errors; for this purpose, the
probability values of each one of the basic events
involved are used, while human errors are assumed
a probability of 1.0.

The human errors surviving after these two
limitations are those selected for performing the
quantitative analysis. On the other hand, starting
from these selected errors,. an analysis is made of
the tentative root causes -the origin of those
errors-, which are further on used in error
reduction strategies.

2.2. Quantitative analysis

The quantitative analysis consists of:

- Quantitative data collection

- Selection and application of human reliability
models

- Assessment of human error probability values and
of their contribution tovrard frequency in core damage.
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- Analysis of (routine) recovery factors and of
error reduction strategies

Quantitative data collection involves obtaining the
necessary numerical data, according to the model to
be applied. The most common data sources are:

- Field data (plant-specific)

- NPP experience (LER's, IRS, etc.)

- Literature data ("Handbook" Nureg/CR 1278)

- Experts' opinions

Presently, the major source used for pre-accidental
errors is Nureg/CR 1278. In the case of
post-accidental errors, the aforementioned sources
are used or some of the current human reliability
models are applied for obtaining partial or total
probability results.

The models selected on the basis of the experience
acquired are:

Pre-accidental: - THERP

- ASEP

Post-accidental: - HCR

- THERP/ASEP

- OATS

- Experts' judgement
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The data obtained play ci leading role in the
selection of the model to be used. Such selection
is performed as a function of: a) limitations and
benefits in each model; b) how and under which
circumstances is it applied; c) input data.

The values of human error probability and of their
associated uncertainties are incorportated to the
modelling of the accidental sequences and of the
plant systems for their quantitative resolution,
thus assessing the contribution of the calculated
human errors to the frequency in core damage.

For all the errors with a significant contribution,
a sensitivity analysis :.s performed in combination
with the analysis of th<> root causes, aiming at
further work in error reduction strategies. Some of
the items contemplated :,n the error reduction
strategy are:
- implementation of new recovery factors
- re-training
- modification of procedures and administrative
controls

- improvements in the operator's aid system
- modifications in the organizational structure and

in the supervisory schemes
- modifications in the design of components,
equipment and systems

- ergonomic modifications
- replacement of operator

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As a part of the analysis on human factors in the design,
operation and maintenance of the Argentine nuclear power
plants, a methodology has been introduced for the
treatment of human errors. Ihis methodology is aimed at
directly using a tool, such <;s PSA, in analyzing the
impact of the human component upon the safety of such
nuclear plants.
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An important matter that has also been confirmed through
experience with this methodology is that success depends
to a great extent on the interaction between system
analysts and human reliability analysts, fundamentally
concerning the qualitative treatment of errors.

A combined utilization of the plant-specific error
reduction strategies and of sensitivity analysis (applied
to those errors that have survived qualitative selection
and that are dominant in the frequency of core damage)
has come to be one of the most effective ways for
decreasing the operators' contribution to the frequency
of core damage.

Data collection (both qualitative and quantitative) on
human errors is a basic part of the whole human
reliability analysis and, particulary, in the
plant-specific error reduction strategies and in the
utilization of models that are more data sensitive. The
development of forms for data collection on human errors,
both qualitatively and quantitatively, and the
comprehension by the operators of their importance, are
some of the most relevant subjects.

Finally, the main goal in this methodology is not only
finding human error probability values, but which is
their contribution to risk and which are the strategies
to be applied for decreasing such contribution.
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HUMAN ERROR MODELLING AND DATA COLLECTION
AT THE PARS NUCLEAR POWER PLANT
FOR PSA PURPOSES

S. CZAKO, Z. KARSA
Institute for Electric Power Research,
Budapest

T. SZIKSZAI
Paks Nuclear Power Plant,
Paks

Hungary

Abstract

This paper presents the procedure of human error modelling used during the
small LOCA event sequence analysis within the level-I PSA of the PaksNPP be-
ing performed by the PSA team of VEIKI. (Institute for Electric Power Research)
The paper aslo describes breefly the data, collection works performed for the es-
timation of the human error probabilitie:.

1. Introduction

In Hungary an extended PSA work was initiated years ago, and is being perfor-
med by several institutions such as VEIKI, EROTERV (Power Station and Net-
work Eng. Co. ) and Paks NPP. The event sequence analysis for the initiating
event "small LOCA" was finished £.nd publicated by the end of the last year
(1989). This work was performed partly within IAEA coordination (RER/9/005),
partly within the Complex Program of Cooperation of CMAE countries (Problem
area No. 3.4.1.)

This work required information on pcssible human actions and errors. This infor-
mation was obtained by data collection at PaksNPP and human error modelling
at VEIKI. The discussions with the operational plant personel and the investiga-
ton of operational and maintenance nstructions and post incidental procedures
served as principle sources of the in formation needed. During the human error
modelling basicly the proposal of Mi. Vaurio [ 3 ] was followed.

2. Human error modelling

The perfomed human reliability anal /sis was based on the "Simplified Accident
Sequence Evaluation Procedure Hunan Reliability Analysis" (ASEPHRA) , and
human error probabilities were defined for:

- pre - accident tasks, and
- post - accident tasks
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2.1 HEP of pre - accident tasks

The pre - accident tasks are the tasks performed under normal operation. The in-
correctness of the performance results system unavailability. Three cathegories
were modelled:

-periodic tests
- preventive maintenance
-shift supervision

To define the pre-accident error probabilities the following algorithm was used:
1. Selection of a generic HEP
2. Determination of the procedure factor (PF)
and the recovery factor (RF)
3. Determination of the depenency factor (DF)
4. Estimation of the effects of different factors on the generic HEP

HEP=0.03 was applied for basic HEP, that involves :
Peom=0-02 - probability of error of ommission
Pecom=0.01 - probability of error of commission

(conservative approach), andHEP=0.05 was applied in the case, when it was not
possible to discuss with the personel of the action and it was impossible to observ
the action.

During the determination of PF and RF, there are basic and optimum conditi-
ons to be used. The detailed description of these conditions one can find in the tab-
le 5-2 of [4]. Breefly the optimum conditions are:

1.- the component failure is indicated in the control room
2.-the component failure is identified by post maintenance check
3.-after maintenance or calibration the work is checked by a second

person
4.-a correct and sufficient checklist is applied

The basic conditions are:
1. The component failure is not indicated in the control room
2. The component status is not verified by a post-maintenance or a post-

calibration test.
3. A second person does not verify the component status after a main-

tenance or calibration.
4. The checks of the component are done without any checklist

There are three cathegories of the situations:
1. "mixed conditions", when both RFand PFis used and RF=0.1 /con-

ditions
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2. "all optimum conditions ".when onlyRF is used and RF^O.OOl
3."allbasic conditions" /vhen onlyPF is used

The approach is conservative, and RP and PF are applied to HEP and not to
Peom Or Pecom-

The rules used to determine PF are described by the table 1.

TABLE 1. - DECISION RULES FOR PF

PROCEDURE NEEDED?

Y
PRCCEDURE EXISTS?

Y
PROCEDURE USED?

QUALITY?

POOR

2,0

NO OF STEPS?
< 10

0,1

In those cases when the all the optimum cori ditions are applied or optimum con-
dition 1 is applied, the upper bound value of the HEP is to be used: HEP=10-5

The determination of the dependency facto's (DP ) followed strongly the algo-
rithm described in [ 3 ].

After the determination of the different factors the modification is to be perfor-
med as follows:

On component level: HEP* =HEP. RF .PF

On system level for zero dependency: HEP* *=(HEP*)n, n is the number of pa-
rallel trains

for non-zero dependency: HEP5:*=HEP*.DF
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The quantified probabilities of human error for pre-accident tasks were involved
within the related component failure data.

In most of the cases for the modelled components the optimum condition 1 was
applied and the related HEP is assessed 10" due to the excellence of theRFs. An
example is shown in APPENDIX 1.

2.2 HEP of post- accident tasks

Usually the possible human errors during the transients are considered as follows:
Misdiagnosis of the initiating event or the interactions needed;
Late or slow diagnosis of the situation ;
Post diagnosis actions : failed interactions.

For the small LOCA event sequences those failures were not taken into account
when the determination of the maximum allowed time was required, because of the
insufficient information. So the slow diagnosis and decision were not modelled.
For the given transient the missdiagnosis of the initiating event was not supposed be-
cause of the frequent education and training.

For the determination of the post - accident failures the following algorithm was
applied:

1. Selection of a basic HEP
2. Determination of PF
3. Determination of the ergonomic additives
4. Modification of HEP

The transient was considered as a transient trained regulary on a full scope simula-
tor, post-accident procedure exists, and the basic HEP was selected as HEP=0.001
following the instructions in [ 3 ].

When the procedure factor was determined the quality of the given procedure had
to be examined from the following points of views:

1. The procedure is too general or not
2. The nomenclature in the procedure is the same as in the plant or not
3. The number of steps in the procedure
4. Other weeknesses (tight test in list...}
5. Environment (humid, radioactive, hot...}

The ergonomic additives were defined by the followings:
Possibility for failed obsevation HEP+0.003
Possibility for failed operation HEP+0.003

A reducing factor of 0.01 was applied due to an interlock preventing the attempted
erroneus action.
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Altogether the modified HEP is:

(HEP. PF + EA). 0.01 =( 0.001 *4 +0.006 )* 0.01 = 10 "4

3.Data collection

The collection of the information needed was performed by the PSA analists and
the Paks NPP personel. This work was done by walk-thoughs, consulting personel on
operating and human activity. The opportunity of visiting simulator trainings was
not used because of the insufficient tin~ e. For consultations one of the best unit-shift-
supervisors was selected, and almost a 11 the operational instructions and procedures
were used. The information was colle ::ted on question forms shown in APPENDIX
1 and 2.The data evaluation was then performed in VEIKI by the PSA team.

The basic HEP were taken from [3]

[ 1 ] E. Hollo : Principles of Modelling within Hungarian PSA Studies
-IAEATC/Workshop,Eger 1989 Hungary -VEIKI

[2] S.Czako ,Z.Karsa: Results of Modelling within Small LOCA Event Tree
Analysis -IAEA TC/Workshop , Eger 1989 Hungary-VEIKI

[ 3 ] A. D. Swain: Accident Sequence Evaluation Programme, Human Reliability
Analysis Procedure - NUREG/CR-4472, US NRC , 1987
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Appendix 1

QUESTION FORM
for quantification of human error probability

in pre-accident phase

1 . ) Basic Conditions Optimum Conditions

2.) Modification of basic HEP value
1.2/1 — 1.2/2 i/

3.) Procedure Factor (PF) : —

4 . ) yes no

a.) Administrative separation valid
(Scheduling, key control, work order control)

b.) Time separation > 2 min valid -

c.) Location (rooms) separation valid
(for the tasks) Q

d.) Writing obligation valid
(a check after each task)

HEP = Jio~s (UB)
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Appem Dix 2

QUESTION FORM
for quantification of human error probability

in post-accident phase

Fl - Slow diagnosis and decision making for plants

1.) TCl TC2 TC3

2.) T = no xWf/vna/fot HEP =

F2 - Post-diagnosis actior errors

1.) TC TC2 TC3 HEP,=
I/a. PF = If

2.) Ergonomic factor: O

3.) Reducing factor: 0> 0 4

4.) Recovery factor, RF == 4»0

~HEP s: oofrt -f otMC « otoj» 4 - jo
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HUMAN RELIABILITY MODELING FOR NUCLEAR POWER
PLANTS: CURRENT STATUS AND FUTURE PROSPECTS

S. HIEI
Institute of Human Factors,
Nuclear Power Engineering Test Ceni er,
Tokyo, Japan

Abstract

First of all, in reference to the traditional methods, a
comprehensive evaluation of fourteen published methods for human
reliability analysis (HRA) was formed :or their possible use as part of a
probabilistic safety assessments (PSA) Subsequently, comparative
evaluation of major six HRA methods wa; i made, from real practical view
point, on the basis of a hierarchical evaluation criteria.

With regard to cognitive HRA methuds applicable to the quantitative
assessment of human reliability, four iiajor models were evaluated in
terms of cognitive structures and abiL.ty to mathematical modeling.

A study on a quantitative reliabi: ity methodology for psycho-
physiological analysis of human cognitive behavior is being conducted
with intension of developing a probabi! istic state transition model to
evaluate operator reliability as a fun<tion of time.

In order for the development of a human cognitive and action model
with ability of mathematical or simulal ive assessment, a survey of
existing models was made in terms of ccgnitive processes and performance.

Finally, data in the forms of response times, time-dependent/
independent, and human error probability are not collected. A conceptual
study of human factors laboratory is urder progress.

1. Introduction

Nuclear power generation has raised great expectations as the
mainstay of power supply in Japan lacking in domestic supply of energy
resources. Nuclear power plants (NPPs) in Japan has fortunately been
provided with sufficient safety measures in each phase of the design,
manufacturing, construction, operation, maintenance and management
system, and the operation result in these several years has been at a
high level in the world.

There has, however, been rapidly crowing interest in human factors
which is deemed to be a key to safety a ad reliability in NPPs, and
various researches range over design, operation and management.
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Especially, since some recent PSR studies have revealed significant
impact due to human factors on plant reliability, they have emphasized
needs to develop more reliable analysis methods, study human behavior and
construct a database.

Triggered by the past accidents with the world-wide impact, positive
commitment to eliminating accidents and malfunctions attributed to human
errors is a pressing demand. Thus, in research on human factors, public
and private sectors play distinct roles cooperating closely in achieving
the utmost use of their respective strengths.

For the past three years IHF has conducted a MITI sponsored human
reliability program, as part of human factors research aimed at
developing an analytical model to reflect human reliability in PSRs.

This paper describes the current status of Human Reliability
Modeling and relevant issues, as part of human factors research, focusing
mainly on our studies on comprehensive evaluation of published analytical
methods, study on a quantitative reliability methodology, research on
human cognitive action models and related issues.

2. Current Issues in the HRA Field

Human reliability is defined as the probability that some set of
human actions is performed successfully under the specified condition in
a specified time or opportunity. Most of techniques currently employed
to model human reliability treat, however, the operator as a hardware
component and do not consider the underlying mechanisms that give rise to
errors. The errors of operators in today's technology are often forced
by the system and its circumstance which also changes always in the
real-world environment tasks. In many cases, error seems to be always
the product of the same behavioural mechanisms that make success a
possibility as well.

Most of HRA consider only errors related to deviations from
specified procedures, therefore, the predictive capability of these
approaches is limited to some extent. Some of the HRA techniques provide
an acceptable level for certain situations, but some cognitive modeling
is needed to provide sufficient cognitive steps to lend insight into the
error mechanisms. Such a model of human reliability must arise from the
cognitive science such as psychology and psycho-physiology, and the brain
sciences like neurophysiology.
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One of the troublesome aspects oi HRA is the fit of human
performance to probabilistic quantification. The mechanisms and
processes that interpret human behavicr seems to be getting more accurate
and precise, yet at some low level a quantitative fit is not satisfactory.

Another major problem for HRA is the lack of data to verify and
validate them in accordance with the same environment tasks as the real-
world ones. Without the ideal HRA techniques consisting of a validated
theory of behavior, an alternative would be for enough data to detect
theoretically types of human errors ard to quantify the error types with
statistical robustness.

Modern computer technology is changing the situation and is making
it possible to develop models of much greater complexity and compre-
hensiveness that can represent human parformance with greater depth and
breadth than was possible with earlier modeling technologies.

These facts have forced us to review published methods for HRAs and
study the possible improvement in humaa reliability modeling. The study
ranges from the comprehensive evaluatian of published HRA methods, as the
first step, to the development of an inproved method for HRA and deeper
understanding, as follows:

o Comprehensive evaluation of published HRA methods
o Study on a quantitative reliability methodology
o Research on human behavior and action models
o Conceptual study of data collect!sn

Subsequent chapters describe thesJ subjects, most of which are under
progress not completed yet except the first one.

3. Categorization of Human Reliability Modeling

There are several different types of human reliability modeling and
they are developed for a variety of engineering and science. At least
three categories can be identified for our study: the quantitative
evaluation of human reliability in tens of human error probabilities
(HEP), psycho-physiological methods for a quantitative reliability
analysis, and mathematical/simulative evaluation by the
cognitive-oriented models.
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(1) Quantitative evaluation of human reliability in terms of human error
probabilities (HEP)

The most of the published HRA methods can be included in this
category with further subdivisions as follows. (Note some of them are
classified duplicatedly.)

a. Analytical Techniques
—— THERP (Technique for Human Reliability Error Rate Prediction)

HCR (Human Cognitive Reliability)
SHARP (Systematic Human Action Reliability Procedure)
OAT (Operator Action Tree)
etc.

b. Qualitative Evaluation Techniques
—— SLIM (Success Likelihood Index Methodology)

STAKE (Socio Technical Assessment of Human Reliability)
CONFUSION MATRIX
etc.

c. Expert Judgment Techniques
—— PC (Paired Comparison)

SLIM
STAHR
etc.

d. Fast-Time Simulation Techniques
—-- OPPS (Operator Personnel Performance Simulation)

MAPPS (Maintenance Personnel Performance Simulation)
etc.

(2) Psycho-physiological methods for a quantitative reliability analysis

A quantitative evaluation methodology of operator reliability is
studied, which takes into account of operator cognitive behavior. The
method is based on probabilistic state transition model with the use of
Monte Carlo simulation to evaluate operator reliability as a function of
time.

—— GEMS-dynamic Model
etc.
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(3) Mathematical/simulation techniques by the cognitive-oriented models

Human cognition and action models aiming at deep understanding of
human performance and their use in corr; >uter-based engineering facilities
for the design of complex systems.

—— Limited Capacity Channel Theory
Theory of Signal Detectio i (TSD)
System Simulation
etc.

4. Comprehensive Evaluation of the Existing HRA Methods

The purpose of this evaluation is to review published HRA methods on
the basis of the really analystical tasks and to narrow down to five
methods for further detail comparison. It's procedure consists of two
steps: the qualitative evaluation of p iblished fourteen techniques for
HRA as the first step, then, comparati re evaluation of the screend five
methods in order to rank them as the s scond step.

4.1 Comparative Evaluation of the HRA Methods

As the first step, fourteen exist Lng techniques for HRA were
quantitatively reviewed by our analyst groups involved in analytical
tasks of NPPs, focusing on the types o : errors to be addressed, treatment
of the performance shaping factors (PSP)/ human behavior to be
considered, range of tasks to be analysed, etc.

The qualitative evaluation in thi > way is useful as the first step
for screening. The second screening w is conducted to evaluate more
clearly their characteristics emphasiz .ng the following priorities.

a. Well-balanced treatment of PS Ts
b. Broader applicability by comb Lning two techniques for improvement
c. Many experiences adopted

Finally, the really analytical ta >k was carried out by the analyst
group on these HRA techniques. The results are summarized in Figure 1.
Five techniques marked by an asterisk >'*) received high ratings for HRA
so far. These are THERP, HCR, SLIM-MA:ID, STAHR, and DeBDA (Detailed
Block Diagram Analysis developed from 5DA technique).
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Techniques Focus Points Evaluation Result
(Selected Technique)

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
1 A

THERP* - -|
OAT
HCR*
SLIM-MAUD*
STAHR*
LER-HEP
PC
Confusion Matrix
SAINT
SHERPA
MAPPS
SHARP
DeBDA*
"D tr r\ V\ a Vs -i 1 i 4-TT Woi-Tj'/M̂ lr-j

1st Step
* Types of Errors Addressed .
* Human Behavior Considered 1
* PSFs Addressed ,
* Ease of Application 1

0* Experiences Adopted |
* Cost and Time Required L

j
|* Resources Required 1

2nd Step

I* PSFs ~1
1* Possible Broader Applicability'
1* Adopted Experience |
1 1t i

THERP

HCR
SLIM-MAUD
STAHR

>

DeBDA

Figure 1. Comparative Evaluation of HRA Methods Techniques

In order for the final comparison among these five HRA techniques
mentioned above, the comparative evaluation was made by the analyst group
on the basis the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) which includes a
hierarchical criteria. The hierarchical criteria used in the AHP consist
of three levels: general, individual, and detail criteria respectively,
each with further subdivisions.

The general criteria of the first level is composed of usefulness,
acceptability, and practicality which, in turn, are divided into the
individual criteria of the second level consisting of eight items: types
of errors to be addressed, human behavior to be considered, PSFs, ease of
application, accuracy, adopted experiences, monetary cost and time
required, and resources required.

The pair comparison was made for these five techniques on the basis
of the above criteria using guidelines on the detail procedure.

As a result, THERP is ranked first among the five selected HRA
techniques. It has been accepted and used by reliability analysts for a
long time and in several different complex man machine systems. One of
the criticisms raised is that it is a complicated and rather difficult
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technique to learn. In addition, an improvement in the models of
operator response in an accident is needed to enhance reliability in the
analysis. Nevertheless, this technique is considered to have become the
de facto standard for the HRA.

The second rating is given to SLI-1-MAUD which is supposed to have
some applications abroad. It is a technique for the expert judgment of
which characteristic is a subjective e/aluation by expert opinion
averaging and therefore flexible in applying to the broader range of
analysis. With the expert judgment technique, there may be a limitation
for the number of tasks to be quantitatively analyzed because of the
amount of time involved in using several judges.

The third is STAHR, a technique f >r the qualitative evaluation.
Since it emphasizes the social interac :ion of various experts in the
field of interest, this technique seem i useful in this area.

The emphasis is placed upon effor ;s made in using the AHP to avoid
the rater's bias in the evaluation in >,'hich ratings were mechanistically
calculated on the basis of the procedure.

Finally, these high ranked techniques for the HRA are to be
addressed to further improvement in th<: ir analytic functions as the next
step of this project.

4.2 Complemental Study on the Mathemai.ical/Fast-Tiine Simulation
Techniques

From all these considerations on the mentioned issues, the ideal
method will consist of futures of all I he types of the existing HRA
techniques. This method should be verifiable in such a manner as that
the process used to derive the human n; liability evaluation can be
reproduced, thus showing the model to 1 e internally consistent.

Although THERP provides an accept;.ble model for certain situations,
some cognitive modeling seems necessary to provide insight into operator
behavior, especially in abnormal process conditions.

With the lack of enough data to d<; tect theoretially meaningful
patterns in human failures and to quantify the patterns with statistical
robustness, the ideal situation for HR^, would consist of validated theory
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of behavior that could be translated into a model of human performance
that then could be quantified probabilistically.

Form this viewpoint, a survey on the mathematical/fast-time
simulation techniques was conducted as the first step to the feasibility
study of combining them with the analytical HRA technique.

A comparative evaluation was made for published four models focusing
on the characteristics, applicability and limitation.

The result of the preliminary study is summarized in Table 1.

TABLE 1. COMPLEMENTAL STUDY ON MATHEMATICAL/FAST-TIME SIMULATION
TECHNIQUES

COMPARISON of models

Item Compared

Fundamental
theory

Imput
parameter

Out put

Configuration
of model

S
tru

ct
ur

e 
of

 
m

od
el

Perception

Judgement

Behavior

GEMS Dinamic
model

State tradition
modeling of
GEMS
(Rasmussen model)

Transition time.
Branching
probability.

Time reliability
curve.

Abnormal
perception.
Option.
Action.

Abnormal
perception.

Rule based.
Knowledge based.

Operation.
Slip.
Recovery.

OPPS model

Network modeling
of operator
performance
(Rasmussen model)

Response time
distribution.
Branching
probability.

Time reliability
curve.

Perception.
Internal processing.
Operation.

Abnormal detection
followed alarm.
Abnormal detection
followed alarm.
Abnormal detection
under monitor
mode.

Observation.
Identification of
system state.
Decision of task.
(Knowledge based)
Decision of
procedure.
(Rule based)

Operation in
control room.
Operation out of
control room.
Omission.
Commision.
Recovery.

Prubability network
Tokyo University model
Modeling of
operator diagnosis
by GERT theory
(Rasmussen model)

Response time.
Branching
probability.

Time reliability
curve.

Perception.
Decision Making.
Behavior.

Perception.

Judgement. Data
collection. (Rule
based)
Detection of
system state.
Understanding of
system situation.
(Knowledge based).
Decision of
procedure.
(Skill based)

Operation.
Recovery.

CSE model

Rasmussen model,
state transition
modeling of Baron's
monitor control
model.

Transition time.
Branching
probability.
State transition
rate.

Time reliability
curve.

Option.
Behavior.
Verification.

Skill based.
Rule/knowledge
based.

Operation.
Slip.
Recovery.
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5. Study on a Quantitative Reliability Methodology

Without the cognitive functions needed for the HRA method, an
alternative strategy used in methodology construction is to generate a
conceptual framework that incorporates the cognitive models into the HRA
method.

A quantitative evaluation methodology of operator reliability is
under study which takes into account o::' operator cognitive behavior in
plant diagnosis, decision making and procedure execution. The method is
based on probabilistic state transition, model with the use of Monte Carlo
simulation to evaluate operator reliab:lity as a function of time.

General Criteria Individual Criteria Detailed Criteria

USEFULNESS————|----Type of Errors Addressed — - — Models Diagnosis
i
I——Human Behavior Considered—,-- Models Skill, Rule,
I ! Knowledge-based

I BehaviorIIi——Models Recovery in
Emergency

---PSFs Addressed——— — ——— ——— - Availability of PSFs
and Task Description

— —Ease of Application—— —— ^—-Availability of Method
i
i—•• Availability of Data
iL— -Ease of Learning/

Training

-- —Accuracy- -Assessability of
Accuracy

ACCEPTABILITY—- - -- Experiences Adopted --[--For Regulationsj
i—-For Presentations to
I Society/ConferenceiI"— -Traceability

PRACTICALITY- — Cost and Time Requ ,red-

-—Resources Required ——-

- Monetary Cost and Time
Required

—Expert Participation
1——Data Requirement for

Calibration

Figure 2. Evaluation Criteria for HRA Methods
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This methodology has being developed by Dr. H. Yoshikawa, Kyoto
University, partly under the IHF sponsorship.

In order to describe operator's cognitive behavior with different
types of error mechanisms, Season and Embrey proposed a comprehensive
modeling framework what they call Generic Error Modeling System (GEMS)
(1). The GEMS dynamic model is schematically shown in Figure 3-a. As
seen from Figure 3-a, the model takes into account of three modes of
human behavior, skill-, rule- and knowledge-base, as proposed by
J. Rasmussen (2), and dynamic processes of monitoring with attentional
check and problem solving in case of anomaly perception. But the GEMS
model is basically a qualitative nature. In this study, we propose a
quantitative evaluation methodology of operator's dynamic reliability at
MMI which is largely based on the framework of GEMS dynamic model.

Action Sequence

_ Latent route
with priority

h- given by recency
frequency

Attentional checks upon progress

Intermittant conscious monitoring
action and plan

Skill - based
[Slips)

Rule — based
[mistakes]

Branching node

Execution of Routine Actions

Unconscious pre — programmed
routine tasks

yes *• Goal state

Consider local state
Infomation

*

yes

/

Apply si
———— > If Fs

then

i

ored rules
tuationj
'actionj

Knowledge — based
fmistakesj

Consider more abstract relations
between structure and function Infer diagnosis and formulate

corrective action apply action

L.
Subsequent attempts

Figure 3-a. Illustration of GEMS Dynamic Model Proposed
by Reason and Embrey
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Methodology

Two phases of human mental stage are considered in accordance with
the GEMS dynamic model. One is monitoring stage by attentional check,
while the other, problem solving stage The both stages are further
divided into several states as depicted, in Figure 3-b. The monitoring
phase is divided into the three states of C (monitor proper plant status
with executing proper procedure), F (monitor improper status with
improper procedure) and P (perceive problem or plant anomaly), while
problem solving stage, R (rule-based approach) and K (knowledge-based
one). Operators will consume a certain time in states C, F, R and K, and
we define state transition times Xc, X:f, Xr and Xk for those four
states, respectively, while at P, thero will be no such time lag.

Monitoring by attentional check

1 -Psl

|
C
stetus

i — ->• aclacte

vj,

r proper plant
vlth execution of
d proper procedure

Pr

Rule-
diagn

1

based ————————
Dsis

Prs

Plant s atus
deterion stion
by action slip

Psl

P
Uetect problem ^

1 -Pr

K
———— j* Knowledge; -based

diagnosis

v x

^

1-Pp

F
Mor
stat

itor Im
us with

procedure e

1

Pp

-Pks

1 - Pk - Prs

Problem solving

sroper plant
improper

xecution

Schematic state transition model reduced from GEMS dynamic
model. 1 - Pk - :=>rs

\ ^C

Prs

C'
-. A

R
O ———— =*. )

'1

-1

_J

C : Correct system status
F : False system status
P : Perceive anomalous system status
R : Rule — based diagnosis
K : Knowledge — ba >ed diagnosis

Illustration of probabilistic state 1/ansition model to be used for
Monte Carlo simulation.

Figure 3-b. Quantitative Reliability Methodology
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Finally, a comprehensive framework was proposed on quantitative
human reliability evaluation methodology which describes dynamic mental
state of operator cognitive behavior in plant diagnosis, decision making
and procedure execution. The proposed method is based on probabilistic
state transition model which was extended from a qualitative GEMS dynamic
model by Reason and Embrey by introducing human characteristic values
(transition times Xi and branching probabilities P.), and the
quantitative reliability can be evaluated by utilized Monte Carlo
computer simulation.

6. Research on Human Behavior Models

As discussed earlier, the techniques currently employed to model
human reliability treat the operator as a hardware component and do not
consider the underlying mechanisms that give rise to errors. The
predictive capability of these techniques is limited to some extent and
most of the human reliability analysis consider errors with regard to
changes or deviation from specified procedures.

In addition, another limitation of these technique is in the
relationship between individual and group failure phenomena. Most of the
current error research is applicable to the individual only.

The purpose of this research is to develop a cognitive model to
simulate human performance and associated action in real-world task
environments. The research entered upon an overview of the state-of-the-
art in models with respect to cognitive processes and performance and
relates these to the operation and maintenance of NPPs. The survey
addressed cognition from an interdisciplinary perspective and included
mathematical modeling as well as theoretical issues. The focus of this
survey included the concepts of human factor engineering, cognitive
psychology, phsiological psychology, etc.

In striving for precision in their predictions of performance, some
human factors and experimental psychologists have given emphasis to the
development of mathematical models of performance.

The considerable development in both computer hardware and software
over the last 30 years mean that the more complex aspects of human
performance in large-scale systems are amenable to simulation.
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Organizational models are reviewed as a distinct category because of the
importance of group processes in deternining system performance.

6.1 Survey on Cognition/Action Modeling of the Individual

(1) Human Information Processing Framework

Figure 4 shows the general framewi
Human information processing is dividei
perceptual, cognitive, motor, and atte:
theoretical debate about how each of t;
experimental psychologists agree that
satisfactory. This general framework ;
different models of specific kinds of 1
coherent structure. Such a general st
planning a long-term program of resear*

irk adopted for this project.
I into four main subsystems:
ition. While there is vigorous
lese subsystems operate, almost all
.his general framework is highly
illows us to organize many
mman information processing into a
•ucture is absolutely essential for

PERCEPTUAL
SUB - SYSTEM

COGNI' WE
SUB - SY STEM

EXTERNAL
STIMULI

INPUT

MOTOR
SUB - SYSTEM

FEEDBACK

Total moi lei

Figure 4. Human I iformation Processing
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To the extent that models have been developed in human factors, they
tend (1) to be derived from related disciplines, and (2) to focus on the
relationship between the human and a particular task rather than upon the
human alone. Five major types of models can be identified. These are:
(1) Qualitative Models, (2) Collective Models, (3) Organization Models,
(4) Mathematical Models, and (5) Simulation Models.

Since this basic research focuses on models of human cognition and
action, we must first look outside of human factors to find appropriate
models that have potential for application to human factors problems in
general and to nuclear power plants in particular. The most important of
these disciplines is human information processing, a sub-branch of
experimental psychology. More than one particular model could be found
for each box. The importance of each box depends upon the task to be
performed. For example, detecting a crack in a pipe would place a
relatively heavy load on the perceptual subsystem and the pattern
interpretation box. A sub-model is defined as a unit which is less than
a Total Model but more than a particular model. For each and every
sub-model there are many particular models that have been proposed to
carry out the functions of the sub-model.

The Total Model is considered to organize this study as well as the
classification scheme based upon a matrix organization of model types and
Influence Factors. The four models types forming the columns of the
matrix are: (1) Perceptual, (2) Cognitive, (3) Motor, and (4)
Collective. An Influence Factor is defined as a factor that has the
potential to alter human error rates and/or speed of responding.
Twenty-two influence factors were divided into three categories that
formed the rows of the matrix: (1) Individual, (2) Organizational, and
(3) Environmental.

(2) Comparative Evaluation of Cognition Models

The comparison was made on the basis of the five criteria to rank
the models. These are: (1) ability of mathematical model, (2) ability of
computer simulation, (3) ability to account for influence factors, (4)
industrial usage, and (5) usefulness to nuclear power plants. These
criteria were combined to generate a Total Assessment rating for each of
the 25 models that were evaluated in detail. (See Figure 5.)
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Evaluation Criteria (Wt)
* Ability of Mathematical ModoJ (.40)
* Ability of Computer Simulation (.25)
* Ability of Account for Influence Factors (.34)
* Usefulness to NPPs
* Industrial Usage (.01)

25 Selected Models
* Qualitative Models
* Collective Models
* Organization Models
* Mathematical Models
* Simulation Models

Reference Models for Further Development

(Shells) (Models)

HOS -, rGEMS
i—l-TSD

Micro —SAINT-! --Limited Capacity Channel

Figure 5. Human Cognfi tion/Action Modeling

Three models received a Total Assessment of Excellent. Nine models
were rated Good. Twelve models were rated Moderate and one model was
rated Poor.

The three models rated Excellent were: (1) limited-capacity channel
model, (2) theory of signal detection, and (3) systems simulation model.
The limited-capacity model and the sys(ems simulation model are
collective models that describe an ent:'.re chain of human information
processing. The theory of signal detertion is aimed primarily at human
perception.

There are several problems that need to be solved before an
appropriate Total Model suitable for tie nuclear power industry can be
created. Problems include the need fo:i a tighter link between influence
factors and models, limited generalizal: ility of models, lack of
predictive validity, lack of integration among sub-models, need for a
better understanding of human attention, which accounts for human errors
in all of the mental processing subsystems, individual cognition within
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groups, and general problems in applying any model to nuclear power
plants.

7. Data Collection

Need for data is an absolute requirement common to the engineering
and sciences. The major problem for the current HRA methods is, as
mentioned earlier, the lack of data to verify and validate them.
Although data in terms of response times and human error probability
(HEP) are needed, no data collection exists so far. Obviously, the best
source of data would be time-dependent and time-independent error
frequencies collected on the real-world environment tasks.

A data collection plan called "NOA" started on a conceptual study
with regard to a human factors laboratory where some experiments are to
be conducted.

8. Summary and Conclusion

This paper has presented a brief outline of researches on the human
reliability modeling which are being conducted, as part of human factors
research, in IHF. The discussion in this paper has given emphasis to
that portion of the HRA field addressing the comprehensive evaluation of
the existing HRA methods, a quantitative reliability methodology, and
human cognition/action model:

Different experiences suggest that a comprehensive treatment of
human behavior is a key to the adequate understanding of various accident
sequences. Obviously, the analytical methods only addressing the errors
externally does not provide any concrete insights into predicting errors
caused from the cognitive processes.

In this context, the three separate approaches mentioned above
should be combined to form a comprehensive human reliability method.
There are several issues to be solved. However, there has been several
developments in the field of modern computer technology and are making it
possible to develop models of much complexity and comprehensiveness that
can represent human performance with greater depth and breadth than was
possible earlier days.
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Abstract

This study presents a model -For how accidents develop and how the
accident evolution can be arres.ted. The model describes the
interaction between the technical and human—organisational
systems which may lead to an accicent. The -framework provided by
the model may be used in predictive safety analyses as well as in
post-hoc incident analyses. To illustrate this, the model is
applied on an incident reported by the nuclear industry of
Sweden. In general, application o-! the model will indicate where
safety can be improved and raise;; questions about issues such as
the cost, feasability and effectiveness of different ways of
increasing safety.

Introduce ti on

We all hope to learn from 01. r mistakes and this has been
acknowledged also by those interested in the safety of
technological systems. Based on conceptions of what generates an
accident, near-accidents or incidents have been analysed in, for
example, road and air traffic contexts (cf. Baker, I960; Haddon,
Suchman & Klein, 1964; Englund l>. Pettersson, 1973; Jacobsson,
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1987). The model of what constitutes an accident is quite
important in such analyses. Depending on the background and
interests o-f the analyst, a. model may emphasize either technical
or human factors components in explaining an incident or an
accident. Englund and Pettersson (197S) used both a technological
and a human -factors' perspective in their analyses of auto
accidents. For example, from the human -factors perspective they

used an information flow and processing model in which filtering
and disruptions of the information flow to the drivers were
considered critical in driving of a car into an accident.

Incidents and accidents in the processing industries have also
attracted the attention of risk analysts. To exemplify, -for the
nuclear power industry the US Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC)
has supported an incident investigation system (NRC, 1986), the
OECD Nuclear Energy Authority (NEA, 19B7) an incident reporting
system, the US Institute of Nuclear Power Operations (INPO, 19SS)

the HPES method for incident analysis and Swain's <1987) ASEP-HRA
program. The present study draws on these earlier methods and
presents the Accident Evolution and Barrier (AEB) method for
incident analysis. Examples from the nuclear power industry wi11

be used to illustrate the application of the method.

The management of a technological system such as a nuclear power
plant may be conceived of as a chain of interactions between the
technical system and the human factors-organizational systems
controlling the power generating process (Svenson, 1989).

The Accident Evolution and Barrier <AEB) Model focuses on
particular sequences, namely those which may lead to an incident
and ultimately to an accident (cf. Figure 1). All sequences
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modelled in AEB consist o-f interactions between the technical
and human-organisational systems that end in an accident or
failure. Thus, the flow diagrarrs in AEB depict a series of
f ai lures. mal -f uncti ons or errors which lead to an accident.
However, in each sequence leading to an accident there are
barri er functions which can arrest the sequence and prevent the
unwanted development of an accident. Even though event sequences
leading to accidents are almost: always arrested in the nuclear
power industries, analyses of particular event sequences leading
to an accident (incident analysis) are valuable -for both the
improvement of system safety ard for the derivation of more
appropriate risk estimates.

H01

HUMAN FACTORS
- ORGANISATIONAL
SYSTEMS

4, //I

H02

H03

TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS

T1

T2

•75

T3
Accident

Figure 1 Flow diagram illustrating the AEB modal. Boxes denote
•failures, malfunctions and errors and the arrows describe the
development towards an accident. The parallell lines indicate
barrier -functions which may arrest the development at di-f-ferent
points in the sequence. The figure describes an accident
evolution analysed back to a malfunction in the human -factors-
organisational system and leading to an accident. Modelling
beyond the accident is not included in the AEB model.
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Figure 1 illustrates the graphical representation of an AEB
model. Boxes belonging to either type o-f system denote -failures,

malfunctions or errors. Arrows describe the evolution development
of the accident in approximate chronological order. Double
slashes indicate barrier -functions which can stop the evolution

of an accident. The accident evolution described in Figure 1 is
traced back to a human -factors-organisational error or
cnal -f uncti on (HO 1). The subsequent events in the evolution

could have been averted if barrier -function number 1 had been
ef-fective. This barrier function could have been strenghtened
through anything from a good night's sleep to. a more effective
layout of the instructions -for a test procedure. Following this
initial error, the system fails to function normally. For
example, -forgetting to open a valve (HO 1) leads to a closed
valve (Tl) and fflay be followed by pumping against a closed valve
(T2) the response to which (TO 2) leads to an accident <T3).
fMaturally, this is an overly simplified scenario of what might
lead to an accident in a nuclear power plant; its only purpose is
to provide the first introduction to AEB modelling.

An accident is represented as the end result of a sequential,
interactive, evolution process in the AEB model. For a particular
incident cr accident to occur, all barrier -functions in the event
sequence must be broken. Thus, the chain o-f malfunctions, errors,
and barrier function failures is sufficient for the accident to
occur. From this perspective, identification of a root cause of
an accident is meaningless. The abjective of an AEB analysis is
to understand why barrier functions failed, and how they can be
reinforced.

AEB models can represent event sequences at various levels of
specificity. For example, a barrier function failure in one AEB
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model analysis may be described as the end result (i.e., accident
or incident) in another, mare detailed AEB analysis. To specify,
the -first AEB analysis of an accident evolution should model the
event sequence at the level at which events (i.e., errors or
mal-f unctions) are reported. Further analysis o-f barrier functions
between these events may then lead to more detailed AEB analyses.

An AEB-incident analysis presupposes access to an account of the
incident as well as detailed knowledge about both the human
factors-organization and technical systems. Only a correct and
complete account of the incident will allow the analysts to
identify all possible barrier functions, both those that worked
and those that failed. Only advanced knowledge about the
interacting systems will enable the analysts to suggest
improvements or introductions :of barriers to prevent future
accident evolutions.

AEB Analysis? Model and basic elements

Steps in the analysis

Ideally, information used in an AEB analysis should be collected
interactively as the analysis proceeds. However, AEB analysis of
a wel1-documented incident can illustrate system weaknesses even
without access to people who experienced or have first hand
information about the incident.

The scope of this paper is limit 3d to an account of how to model

incidents using AEB incident analysis. A specific incident is
modelled to illustrate the material, excluding•detai1ed analysis
of barrier functions. A full analysis of barrier function
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breakthroughs, effectiveness, and reinforcement will be treated
in more detail in -Forthcoming contributions.

There are seven steps in an AEB analysis. (!) A general
narrative or account o-f the incident is -first studied. (2) One
important failure in the incident is selected and located in a
box in a diagram like the one in Figure 1 but with more boxes in
a longer chain. (3) Earlier -failures leading to the -first located

•failure are identified and incorporated into earlier stages of
the flow diagram as are real or hypothetical failures further
down the evolution towards an accident. Note that the model
should be connected whenever possible to existing PRAs and HRAs
in the industry. This allows different causal explanations for
why a barrier function failed and the identification of paths

through the event tree "downstream" from the particular barrier
function that worked.

In the fourth step, (4) the accident evolution diagra.Ti is
completed with barrier functions which did or could have
arrested the accident evolution. For some of these barrier

functions there are technical c"- human factors - organizational
solutions but for others those solutions have to be invented by
the analyst. More will be said below about barrier functions

each of which may be upheld by different systems which can
arrest the accident evolution. (5) Each barrier function is
analysed and its present weak and strong points identified. (6)

Characteristics of the technical and human factors-organizational
systems which may change the strength of each barrier function
are identified. (7) An integrated analysis of the incident is
provided with an analysis of possible consequences had the
incident developed towards an accident and an integrated analysis
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o-f measures -for improvement o-f the sa-fety. The latter includes
careful considerations o-f which and how already existing barrier
functions should be strengthened and what new functions and
barrier systems to introduce, taking engineering (cf. RKS, 19S5)
and human factors-organizational aspects into account (cf. Swain
& Guttman, 1983, Svenson, 1989),. It is important to note again
that the analysis of existing barrier functions includes
connections from the AEB model analysis to existing safety
analyses, PRAs and HRAs with relevance to the plant.

Elements of an AEB flow diagram

As mentioned briefly in the introdution, the flow diagram of an
AEB analysis consists of state cr function boxes of errors which
are ordered in an approximate temporal order indicated by-
directed 1 i nks. The boxes and the links describe the evolution of
an accident or failure which may be arrested by a barrier
function indicated by a double slash sign. Barrier systems are
physical, technical or human factors-organisational systems,

which perform the barrier fund: ion. Those systems are sometimes
interchangeable and/or .work together to maintain the effective-
ness of the barrier function. !.5tate or function boxes are iden-
tified as either a technologic-al or a human factors - organi-
zational type which is reflected in parallel col urns of boxes.

Each state or function box represents an error. i.e. an
erroneous function, act, state et.c. Boxes may contain errors such
as skipping a step in an instruction or the malfunction of a
valve. The boxes are interconnected in temporal order but also in
a logical sequence. Links may be interrupted by barriers which if
efficient will may stop the accident evolution.
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A barrier -function represents a -Function (and not e.g., an
object) which can arrest the accident evolution so that the next
event in the chain is never realised. Barrier systems are those
maintaining the barrier -function. Such systems may be an
operator, an instruction, a physical separation, an emergency
control system and other safety related systems, components and
human -factors - organizational units.

Differentiating between a barrier function failure and a state or
•function box may sometimes be difficult. This is because a
barrier function failure could be seen as an "error which could
also be modelled as a state or error in a box of the diagram.
Fortunately, when the error consists of an act or function that
was not conducted when required, then it can be modelled either
as a barrier function failure or as an error in a box. Such
errors are named errors of omission in the human factors
literature (cf. Swain & Guttman, 1983). When the error is
modelled in a box this permits the more detailed analysis of the
links connecting this box to the accident evolution chain (with
twc more passible barriers). As a rule of thumb, it seems wise to
choose a box representation in a -first round and then reduce
this level of detail in the first level of analysis when moving
to the analysis of barriers (in the second level o-F analysis).

When the error consists of an act or function that is erroneous
in the given context this should be modelled in a box. This
corresponds to errors of commision in the human factors

literature. If an error consists of an act or function that is
omitted and replaced by some other erroneous act or function, it
should be modelled in a box in the AEB analysis. Failing,
effective, and potential barrier functions are all represented in
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the same way in an AEB diagram. Note that di-f-ferent solutions may
strenghten the strenght of a single barrier -function and that
potential barrier -functions may oe created through the invention
of some new solution to arrest this accident evolution.

In some cases an effective barrie" -function (e.g. a scram — an
automatic and immediate shut do,^n of the plant) may arrest the
entire sequence of events along a particular accident evolution
path but introduce other errors (e.g., computer failure) which
are elements in the continuation of the accident evolution under
study. In this case, the successful barrier function is denoted
by a barrier function sign on an arrow (see example later in this
paper) pointing away towards a separate evolution pranching off)
from the main accident evolution path. This path is not followed
up in the analysis. To exemplify,, the disconnection of a system
may be regarded as quite a successful barrier function for some
of several hypothetical alternatixe accident evolution paths (not

modelled) and yet it may have si :ie effects which themselves lead
to the continuation of the a::cident evolution under study.
Linking the effective barrier to existing safety analyses is the
most obvious analytical option in this situation. Another option
not considered here may be to perform an additional AEB analysis

assuming that the effective barrier function failed.

An application of AEB

Narrative
The incident which will be used as an illustration was reported
from the R4 reactor at the Swedish nuclear power site of
Ringhals. The reactor is a pressurized water reactor made by
Westinghouse.
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There are three charge pumps at Ringhals. Each week, on a
rotating basis, one of the three is routinely tested. During one
of these routine tests o-f a charge pump and valves, the operators
omitted to switch from the charge pump to be tested (pump 1) to
another one. This switch is a step in the operating instructions
and generally precedes the routine test. Hence usually one of the
redundant (not to be tested) charge pumps is working at the start
of the charge pump test. But this time, due to various problems,

a switch to pump 1 was made the day before the test. The failure
not to switch to another pump before testing resulted in charge
pump 1 working with closed valves on the supply side at the

outset of the test. The operator then proceeded to the step in
the instructions asking them to shut two valves connected to the
(still running) charge pump, and omitted to check which pump was
working at the time. This shutdown of pump 1 is left with no
train functioning. The fact that charge pump 1 was not in
function resulted in an incident report to the Swedish Nuclear
Power Inspectorate (SKI) and to an investigation of the company
owning the power station. Altogether, the report is 5 pages long,
including copies of the instructions the operators (Jacobsson,

1937). The incident reported had occurred once before at the same
reactor.

Important failure
As mentioned above, the fact that charge pump 1 was inaccessible
when it was the only pump commissioned -for that purpose was the
key failure leading to the report to the Swedish Nuclear Power
Inspectorate (SKI). Thus, the modelling should start with charge
pump CSAPCH-01 unavailable.
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Creating the -flow diagram
The unavailability o-f charge putrp Ol was a technical system
-failure and so was entered in box T6 on the technical system sida
in the -flow diagram o-f -figure 2. The event sequence is modelled
by working backwards -from this critical failure.

COMMENTS
TIME

HUMAN
ORGANIZATIONAL
SYSTEMS

TECHNICAL
SYSTEMS

R4
SEPT 20
1966

//I

H01

H02

H03

H04

OPERATOR OMITS
STEP IN
INSTRUCTION

OPERATOR DOES
NOT SHIFT
PUMP 01 TO PUMP03

OPERATOR CLOSES
VALVES 81Z7 A48

H06

H07

00.22

-00.2*
H08

OPERATOR
BELIEVES OLD
FLOW PROBLEM

T1

TZ

T3

/A

//7

T5

T6

T7

//8

PUMP 01 RUNNING

VALVES 8127 A&B
CLOSED

PUMP CSAPCH - 01
OUT OF FUNCTION

FLOW STOPS

PUMP 01 FAILURE //8 Operators
open valve
8127 AiB

Figure 2 Analysis based report o-f an incident during a test of

a charge pump in the Swedish Ringf-als 4 reactor.
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The error o-f closed valves 8127 A and B preceeded the

unavailability o-f carge pump Ol so that error is marked in T5.
This error in the status o-f a technical subsystem or component
was the in turn the result o-f the operator closing the valves.,
which was an error on the human -factors-organizational system
side and there-fore marked in box H04. Note that these two errors
have to be modelled independently because there are cases in

which orders -from the control room have not been executed and
other cases in which valves have closed spuriously.

Continuing the analysis upstream in the flow diagram, the error
in H04 was contingent on the -fact that pump 01 was still running.
Instead, one o-f the other two pumps (in this case pump O3)
should have been the job o-f pumping at that time. So, at T3 the
error is that pump 01 was running, which in turn was dependent on
the operators' -failure to swith to pump O3 (box HQ2) , due to

their omission o-f that step in the instructions (HOI 5. Preceeding
HOI there is a barrier -function which -could have stopped the
accident evolution at an early stage. For reasons o-f simplicity
and clarity the modelling o-f the accident evolution will start
with this barrier -function. Later analyses o-f this barrier

function may lead further back in time but will be left for the
moment. Now, the analysis is directed towards what actually
happened and what could have happened after the box where the
analysis started (T6).

What actually happened was that the flow stopped (T7). This was

immediately perceived by the operator who first thought this was
related to an earlier flow problem (H07) and opened valves 8127 A

and B again after two minutes. This last act was the effective

barrier function arresting the accident evolution. Beyond that
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point it is possible to envision the failure of pump 01 if it has
continued to work with closed val/es.

At least one charge pump is nesded in case of an emergency in
which safety injection is needed. Therefore, the accident or
failure consisting of charge puma inaccessibility is modelled in
the safety analysis of the plant, which is referred to at this
point (in Sweden each individual reactor has to present a PRA to
SKI for approval).

Barrier functions have been marked for almost all links in the
diagram of Figure 2. Only the link between T5 and T6 was not
associated with an identified barrier function. From an
engineering point of view this barrier function may be elaborated
but this will not be pursued here. Instead it will be left as a
question which is the result of the present AEB analysis.

Identification of barrier functions

Although the positions of the barrier functions have been marked
in Figure 2 nothing more has yet been said about them. Each
barrier function may fulfill the task of arresting the accident
evolution. In this case most of them did not. Barrier functions
may be improved through relying en different barrier systems than

the ones used or through changes of the existing systems so that
they become more efficient.

Barrier function no. 1 in Figure 2 could avert the error of
omission which the operator is commits at that point and which

was a necessary precursor to this particular incident. This
barrier function is carried c>ut by the instructions, but the
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general knowledge o-F the operator may also produce an effective
barrier function. In this case, however, it did not. Instead, the
routine character- of the task provided the operator with the
wrong mental image of the system state. Something that could have
made the operator shift from pump 01 to 03 (e.g., a warning light
as a response to an (electronic) announcement that the test was

going to be performed) could have served the purpose of barrier
no 2. In the same way, barrier function no. 3 could have made it
technically impossible to run pump 01 after the above intention
to test this train had been announced. Barrier no. 4 could have
stopped the incident evolution through e.g., blocking of the
closing signal to the valves when pump Ol was the only one

running; or it would be a signal warning the operator that he was
closing valves in the only charge pump train in operation at the
moment.

Barrier function no. 6 is difficult to imagine, given the above
conditions,, and almost as unfeasable as the unmarked link

between T5 and T6. However, some type of technical arrangement
could possibly solve the problem, (although it seems very remote,
unpractical and hypothetical). Box HO7 was not explicitly

reported in the official documents but included here. Actually,
the reaction of the operator would have been the same
irrespective of why the flow stopped, so this box only fulfills a
tutorial function. Barrier function no. 7 would have been
effective if the operator had had a definitive and convincing
mental model of that problem as fixed and no longer existing.
Barrier function no. 8 was the effective one of opening valves
8127 A and B again. Had the operator failed to do so here there
was a serious risk of a pump failure. Here, the present modelling
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need not be very detailed, because existing safety analyses
include this failure in -fault and event trees.

Exemplifying the analysis of barriers and -factors a-F-fectinq their

strength
No -full blown analysis will be presented here but 3 few hints
will be offered to illustrate the method. In order to understand
engineering and human factors - organizational barriers it is
necessary to have access to knowledge about functional
characteristics of both of these types of systems. To exemplify,

plant specifications in conjunction with statistics on subsystem
and component reliability are necessary as well as engineering
competence for judging possible changes of and additions to the

existing plant. On the human factors - organisational side
knowledge about human and organisational systems are essential.
Here, the specificity of existing knowledge is less well

developed than for technical systems but there are some important
functional characteristics which cannot be ignored (cf. F.sason ?-.
Embrey, 1985j Rasmussen, Duncan & Leplat, 1987} Svenson, 1938)

and HPES (INPO,, 1988) has a system of questions to capture wha'-
and how it went wrong in a particular indicent.

Note, that barrier functions ttat block of "ne route to a human
factors - organisational error may be hoth of a technical and of

a human factors - organizational type. In fact, faults in one cf
these barrier systems may often lire blocked by an adequate barrier

function in the other type of other system.

The breakthrugh of barrier 1, which is serious and may be seen as
an initiating event at some level, is a result of the
instructions. The strength of this barrier function depends on
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(a) the instructions themselves, and (b) the operators and the

external factors affecting the operators. Analysing (a) and the
exact wording of the instructions, one finds that the check to
see that pump 03 is working before the test begins is formulated

as a condition in the heading for the section of the instructions
on testing. It is the only condition or act that is not
accompanied by a check box to be signed by the operator (all

other steps in the test procedure must be checked off).
Obviously, this barrier could be strenghtened by adding a check
box and requiring the operator to sign off on the condition.

Relevant external factors include performance shaping factors
(PSFs, cf. Swain & Guttman, 1983) but also, for example, the
operators' expectations in the situation. The test takes place
at night, and the human organism generally works less well at
night than during the day. However, this incident started soon
after midnight and not during the worst period of the night for
most people <approximately 3-4 in the morning). Another type of
external factor is the operator's expectations about the systam
and the task to be performed. This test takes place every week

for one of the three pumps so it is highly practiced and
routinized. This night, however, the normal state of the system
(another than the tested pump in charge) was not in effect. The
operator did not change his behavior to accomodate this, but went
on, at least implicity assuming that the system was the same at
the start of the test as it usually was. This erroneous mental

model of the situation determined his behavior in this incident.

Changing external factors to strengthen barrier 1 would include

training and discussions of the incident to increase more
motivation to follow every step in the instructions. Changing the
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time of the test may not be a good thing to do because from an

overall systems perspective this test keeps the operators alert
with a meaningful activity. Another kind of external factor
relates to, generally speaking, failures which remain in the
system and affect the operators' mental models of the system.
Operators are likely to incorpcrate known recent failures into
their mental models and are therefore likely to interpret
unexpected system reactions accdrding to the particular model
they have at the moment. So novel system failures are likely to
be interpreted as the result oi already known failure(s). To
aviod reactions to old problem*! when new ones are developing it
is therefore advisable to eliminate even minor faults in the
system as soon as possible. This is illustrated in bo;: HO7

further down the accident evolution path. As mentioned above, the
analysis of a barrier function may be modelled in an AEB model at
a lower level with the breakthrough of the barrier safety
function as the ultimate accident or -failure. However, the
analysis of barrier function 1 will not be carried out at that
level here. The present illustration of AEB-analysis now moves
to barrier function no. 4. Here, the operator could have checked
which pump was running without following the instructions, or a
technical solution could have be:en invented with an alarm or
function making it impossible to close the valves when pump 01
was running. The effect and practicality of different solutions
would have to be analysed in detail to find out if they are worth
i ntroduci ng.

Next in this illustration we turn to barrier function no. 8 which
was effective. Here, it is important to understand why this
barrier was effective and which factors affect this barrier. The
official report is not articulate on this point except for a
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suggestion that a representation o-f the state of different
components in the charge pumps subsystem may be put on a computer
screen to aid the operator. This is likely to strengthen not only
barrier -Functions 1 and 2 but also 7 and 8 if the computerbased
representation turns out to be more effective than the existing
flow indicators.

Ideally, each barrier function should be judged regarding its (1)
actual and potential systems (2) their actual and potential
strength. and (3) the cost effectiveness of possible
improvements. Barrier strength and cost effectiveness analyses
are crucial applied problems, which will be elaborated in later
contri buti ons.

Comparing AEB and HPES

At this point it is interesting to compare AEB with the HPES

method (INFO, 198B) on a fe?w central issues. HPES is a method for
assessing primarily human performance while AEB explicitly
intends to give equal roles to the human—organisational and
technical systems. This is done through the modelling of an
accident evolution as an interaction between these systems. There
are bath trivial and more important differences between AEB and

HPES. There is a fundamental difference in the way of modelling
an accident and therefore AEB does not use the term "root cause"
which is defined in HPES as "the set of an event's fundamental
causal factors',1 (INPO, 1986 p. 2-1). Event in HPES corresponds
roughly to incident in AEB. The term "barrier" as used in HPES
and defined as "administrative or physical controls that should
inhibit an inappropriate action/near miss — Barriers can be
administrative in the form of procedures or other control
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documentation, or they can be physical in the form of locks or
chains (-for example)" (INPO, 19S3 p.2-1) corresponds to barrier
system in AEB. The term "barrie- -function" was used to signify
the -function that may arrest an accident evolution.

This selection o-f terms was done because it was assumed in AEB
that one barrier -function can be executed by different and
sometimes interchangeable barrier systems. But, in effect there
is no contradiction between AEB and HPES on this point but a
difference in emphasis and definition of terms.

Causal factors or systemic factors stand for a deficient
performance-shaping factor in HPES and proximate causes or
behavioral factors for "the cause;; of an event that explain how

the event occurred" (INPO, 1938 p. 2-1). The term event is used
as in common language (e.g. an evi?nt following an action) in AEB.

The AEB modelling of a possible a::cident evolution involving the
interaction of the human-organiza ::ional systems and the technical
systems can be compared to HPE's ;?vents and causal factors chart
and the chronological event narrative. For example, equipment
failure conditions affecting huma i performance are listed in HFES
(e.g., INPO, 1938 p. 3-4, 3-18) as well as organizational factors
(e.g., pp. 3-22 through 38). However, HPES' focus on human and
organizational factors does not alLlow technical system factors to
enter the analysis in the same wav as in AEB.

In contrast to the presentation o-: AEB given here, HPES involves
a very thourough set of questionnaires concerning the human-
organizational barrier functions \as defined: AEB) and why they
were or could be failing. One important aspect of HPES seems to
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be the change analysis which is the comparison of a successfully
performed activity to the same activity performed unsuccessfully.

Such an analysis of barrier functions in AEB modelling could be a
valuable activity improving the understanding or failing human
organisational and technical barrier functions.

In addition, the integrated barrier (function) analysis of HPES

which superimposes "the barriers onto the event and causal factor
chart" (p. 4-1) seems well worth of learning from when performing
AEB analyses. In particular, the emphasis on the identification

of dependent barrier functions seems important to consider in AEB
analyses as well. However, as stated in the HPEs document "while
barrier analysis identifies missing or detective barriers, it has
one weakness. If the evaluator does not recognise all applicable
failed barriers, the evaluation may be incomplete. For this
reason, barrier analysis should be used in conjunction with other
techniques" (INPO, 1983 p. 4-1). Here, AEB modelling seems to
provide a framework which may facilitate the elicitation of a
reasonably complete set of barrier functions.

In summary, HPES provides a very elaborate set of questionnaires
for the investigation of how and why the organizational-human
factors systems were malfunctioning much of which could be used
in a full blown AEB model analysis as well.
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Concluding remarks

The AEB model has some advantages over most other methods for
producing incident reports. Firstly, it provides the opportunity
to incorporate both technical and human factors - organizational
systems in the analysis. Second.y, while it is a reasonably

simple way of modelling an incident, the subanalyses of barrier
functions may be as detailed as needed. Thirdly, the model
provides a common theoretical framework which can be used for
communication and improvements by both human factors-
organizational and technical safety experts. Forthly, the
focusing and compelling character of the model as an

interactional system of both tha human and technical subsystems
provides the potential of detecting new ways of blocking an
accident evolution.

The AEB model for incident analysis is now being tested on
several incidents in Sweden with the intention of improving
routine incident analyses. An additional purpose of the AEB
analyses is to develop a system for classifying malfunctions in
human factors - organizational systems. In this way generic
problems relevant across plants and industries may be classified
and apropriate ways of solving them may be created.
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Abstract

Different HRA studies have selected different probabilities of human
failure events. In many cases, a general tendency has been to subdivide
failure events between "prior-to-accid:mt" events and "post-accident"
events. The first have often been analyzed using time-independent
task-action techniques - usually the Technique for Human Error Rate
Production (THERP). The second set has frequently been analyzed using a
time-dependent diagnosis-oriented technique like the Operator Action Tree
(OAT) method. However, this selection process has been largely arbitrary,
based on intuition.

As part of SAIC's internal development programs, a more structured and
formalized technique selection process has been developed, based on the
underlying explanations of error currently provided, for example, by the
slips/mistakes categorization provided by Reason.

Based on this classification scheme, relevant data sources can be
identified, including plant-specific data and generic data. Plant-specific
data are mostly concerned with "pre-accident" task actions that are
contained in equipment failure rates and initiating event data. Training
simulator success probabilities are net in themeselves considered directly
useable for human reliability quantification for reasons described more
completely elsewhere. In summary, accident scenarios presented in training
simulators are very poor representations of the cognitive and social
environments surrounding operators during accident conditions. Operator
failures are more likely to result frcm a complex combination of plant
conditions, information system failures, and inadequate training, rather
than the stochastic variability of operators' reliability represented in
simulator trials.
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Notwithstanding the current ERA technology, evolutions are underway in
psychology and risk management that will extend the scope of human
reliability assessment to be more a consideration of organizations
effectiveness, though continuing using the single job-performer as a point
of reference. Research programs are underway (including two by these
authors) to develop techniques to asses the "morbidity" of an organization
and how it affects safety. This work considers, for example, what are the
core processes of an organization that affect safety (e.g. problem solving,
compliance with regulations), what factors affect how well these processes
are carried out, what effect they have on job performers in the plant, and
how might the effectiveness of these processes be revealed and monitored.

One such approach is the use of performance indicators. These
indicators, if selected correctly, reveal the adequacy of core processes on
a continuing basis. The selection of indicators can be performed in a
structured manner, taking account of factors such as the availability and
frequency of data and the extent to which data can be manipulated by
organizations being monitored.

1. CURRENT PRACTICES

Different HRA studies have selected different probabilities of human failure events. In
many cases, a general tendency has been to subdivide failure events between "prior-to-
accident" event and "post-accident" events. The first have often been analyzed using
time-independent task-action techniques—usually the Technique for Human Error Rate
Production (THERP)1. The second set have frequently been analyzed using a time-
dependent diagnosis-oriented technique like the Operator Action Tree (OAT)2 method.
However, this selection process has been largely arbitrary, based on intuition.

1.1 Representation

As part of SAICs internal development programs, a more structured and formalized
technique selection process has been developed, based on the underlying explanations of
error currently provided, for example, by the slips/mistakes categorization provided by
Reason3. This categorization is summarized in the decision chart shown in Figure 1,
taken from Reason. Figure 2, taken from Dougherty & Fragola,4 shows a rational
selection of quantitative methods for each of these error sorts. This approach has been
applied in various stages of the evaluations in 16 nuclear power-plant probabilistic safety
analyses.
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FIG. 1. Classification of human error types.

SAICs HRA approach analyzes human actions occurring both before initiation of an
accident and following the onset of an accident sequence. Figure 2 shows a breakdown
of human events, how they are classified and whic i quantification methods are used.
This classification is compatible with most PRA requirements. Slips can be errors of
omission (e.g. omitting a step in a procedure) or errors of commission (e.g. mistakenly
selecting a switch located adjacent to the intended switch). Errors of cognition are one
kind of mistake, based on the classification propossd by Reason. Mistakes also include
use of procedures or other rules that are inadequate;; with older plants, these are not
expected to be very significant compared with a new plant, for example.
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FIG. 2. Classification system for human failure events.

The analysis includes both quantitative and qualitative evaluations. The quantitative
analysis provides two inputs to the PRA. First, it provides a structure for analysts in
systems modeling to identify human actions in the systems models in terms of the types
of errors and their effects on systems-that is, a FMEA of human actions. This is
performed jointly with the systems analysts. Second, the qualitative analysis provides an
initial basis for selection screening values for use in the fault-tree reduction.
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Slips are the failure modes of misdetection and faulty actions. However, in a power
plant, which is fitted with considerable instrurm ntation and annunciators, misdetection is
not usually credible as a mode of failure. Thus .n most cases, a slip is an action that is
not as intended. In other words, the situation he s been diagnosed and the decision or plan
made, both successfully (otherwise there was a nistake). All that remains is for the
person to do what was meant to be done. Slips occur all the time in everyday activities.
Slips also occur regularly in routine process plait activities. For example, a slip can
occur when a maintenance person is returning a piece of equipment to service and fails to
leave it in the proper state.

In the case of a slip, there is no unanticipated event to respond to and planning is
specified by procedure, policy, or work order. It is fair to assume, then, that the main
cognitive element is that of control, i.e., carrying out all steps of the plan. There are so
many potential mechanisms of slips thatTHER3 assumes that each step of a particular
procedure is a candidate for a slip (i.e., an omission or commission). However, the likely
candidate for slips in a control room seem to be limited to: (1) stereotype capture, i.e., a
familiar, more frequently performed task uses some of the same steps as the intended
task, and in the first case of deviance, the operator slips into the old task rather than
continuing what is called for in the required tas!:; (2) spatial reversals, e.g., two controls
are adjacent and the wrong one is manipulated because of a lapse in attention (or a
deviation from stereotype); and (3) time reversals, where the sequencing of
manipulations is critical and the order is incorrect, again due to a lapse. Assuming that
the mechanisms of slips are limited to the above:, only one instance of a slip per task is
modeled. However, many equipment failure dsia already include human failure
contributions and a PRA need not opt to model many latent slips at all. THERP, then,
allows the basic estimate to be adjusted by so-called performance shaping factors (PSF)
based on situational, task, or behavioral influen ces. For example in maintenance, there
may be a check-off policy and a PSF should give credit for this. The possibility of
human engineering deficiencies can also be ace ounted for by a PSF, e.g., both valve
operators for two trains are adjacent or reversed or otherwise could induce a reversal slip.

A mistake results from one of the following failure modes: misdiagnosis, faulty decision,
or faulty planning. These failure modes seem to matter most in an environment when the
plant has deviated from normal or desired cond itions, i.e., in an abnormal or emergency
event. It is known that diagnosis and the decisi on making of a kind needed in off-normal
response is influenced by available time, percei ved time (or the pace or urgency of
events), uncertainty, complexity, and goal conflict. These latter three factors are the
primary sources of the phenomenon call burden (see later). There have also been studies
of simulated events that show that the response performance of crews of operators to off-
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normal events as distributed in response time. These response times seem to fit
lognormal distributions well. Anecdotal reviews of actual events show that individuals
involved in diagnosis and decision making often exhibit hesitancy. Hesitancy can be due
to uncertainty in the conditions present, thus inhibiting or failing to allow for proper
diagnosis, or can be due to uncertainty as to which goals to pursue when one or more
appear to conflict. The fact that conflict can be exhibited even when relatively clear
procedures exist for these conditions shows that process plant operators are not
automatons. However, this human flexibility implies fallibility and for this reason,
diagnosis and decision making seems to be the critical and dominant risk-significant
human behavior in an abnormal or emergency situation.

Mistakes are time-dependent stochastic process that are modeled by means of a family of
lognormally distributed, time reliability correlations derived from simulator work. There
are two pairs of curves in the family. One pair is to be applied to r-response or rule-
based mistakes, i.e., misdiagnosis or faulty planning or decision making when guided by
the kind of rules specified above. One curve in this pair is to be used when hesitancy is
not an important influence; the other curve is to be used when hesitancy is dominant.
The second pair of curves is applied when on-the-spot, general diagnosis must be used to
decide on a course of action in the absence of rules. This most often will be the case for
recovery events. Again two curves are used to recognize hesitancy or its insignificance.
Each curve is mathematically characterized by a median response time, m, a measure of
the central tendency of the response time distribution, and the error factor, f, a measure of
uncertainty in the model. The median response time with its distribution, neglecting
model uncertainty, results in lognormal TRCs. The curves for the four major failure
categories are plotted on log-probability paper (see figure 3) to render the curves as
straight lines. The recovery curves have the same median response time and the response
curves also have identical medians. The hesitancy curves have the same error factors as
can be seen by their parallel slopes, as do the non-hesitancy curves. The quantification
system described so far depends on three factors: available time, the potential for
hesitancy, and the presence of rules. It should be understood that other factors, such as
the adequacy of the control rooms instruments and controls, the applicability of
procedures, the communication of the crew, etc., can influence the estimated probability
of a human event. One way to factor in these influences is to use the Success Likelihood
Index Methodology as an interpolation device. Using this device, each curve can be
"adjusted" according to its assessed success likelihood index, as discussed later. The net
result is a procedure which allows for the quantification of human failure events of the
mistake category.
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FIG. 3. SAIC's basic time reliability correlations.

1.2 Data Sources

Quantitative databases are provided by the method developers for the principal HRA
techniques: THERP and OAT/TRC. The THE RP data are provided as an integral part of
THERP. The SAIC TRC is shown in figure 3. SLIM, being a subjective assessment
method, provides an index of quality based on i.ubjective opinions; and such, it needs no
"external" data source. In addition to these methodological databases, certain human
actions are quantified through the use of plant data. These are human contribution to:
the frequencies of transients and other initiating events to component and systems
unavailabilities from allowable maintenance times, and to component unavailabilities
caused by inadequately performed maintenance. Except for special situations (such as
newly installed systems, and areas of unique plant vulnerabilities, human contributions to
these areas will be considered part of the plant- specific database, as is the case in almost
all PRAs.

One of the data types required in PRAs is the u navailabilities of components because of
repair and maintenance activities. Theoretically, this information could be obtained from
plant specific maintenance records. However, with many plants, this information is not
included in the maintenance records. For cases such as this, SAIC has developed a
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structured interview technique for obtaining maintenance outage time information. The
technique utilizes a Bayesian interrogation approach which converts structured interview
information obtained from at least 3 Subject Matter Experts (SMEs) [here, plant
maintenance personnel] into outage time data. The approach addresses internal biases
using an underlying response distribution (in this case, lognormal) and external biases are
addressed using an "anchor" distribution to adjust the individual SME response
distributions. The anchor distribution approach uses a comparison between a known
distribution of outage times and experts' responses related to this known distribution to
adjust each SME's response to correspond to the known median by adjusting the standard
normal variable (z) by an amount Z to bring the responses into accord. Each of the Z
values obtained for each SME are then aggregated into a mixture distribution and this
mixture is used to estimate the outage time point values and error bounds for each
component of interest. This approach has been successfully used by SAIC in several
PRAs. The approach is consistent with published work and is based upon the principal
that experts are very good at estimating relative values of certain parameters (such as
outage times) but tend to be generally optimistic or pessimistic in the absolute values of
their estimates.

Of course, the approach requires the development of an anchor distribution from actual
outage time data to provide the basis of comparison. The anchor used at many nuclear
plants is the Emergency Diesel Generator (EDG). this component is chosen because
plants tend to keep specific outage time data on this important component local to the
EDG even though the outage times are not kept on the central maintenance records
forms.

The interview process usually requires the participation of 4 site maintenance personnel.
Each interview set takes approximately 4 hours so the interview could theoretically be
performed over a two-day period at the site. However, experience has shown that to
make the personnel available requires planning for 3 days of interviews so as to allow for
proper scheduling. Each interviewee should have at least 5 years experience with
maintenance at the site. Since an average plant the experience base is typically closer to
10 years, this is often not a problem.

The plant-specific data described above are mostly concerned with "pre-accident" task
actions that are contained in equipment failure rates and initiating event data. For post-
accident analysis, training simulator success probabilities are not in themselves
considered directly useable for human reliability quantification for reasons described
more completely elsewhere5. In summary, accident scenarios presented in training
simulators are very poor representations of the cognitive and social environments
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surrounding operators during accident conditions. Operator failures are more likely to
result for a complex combination of plant concitions, information system failures, and
inadequate training, rather than the stochastic variability of operators' reliability
represented in simulator trials.

1.3 Dependence Modeling

There are several different kins of dependencies between multiple operator actions that
need to be modeled and quantified. These incl ude: similar test and maintenance actions
in multiple trains, multiple operator actions in response to a single decision, operator
actions in response to multiple events, and acti ons by multiple operators to accomplish a
given task. These different kinds of dependencies are modeled in the following ways:

(i) test and maintenance in multiple tra ns: this kind of dependence is explicitly
part of the THERP methodology. Guk ance is provided in NUREG\CR-1278
(Chapter 10) on the assignment of leve!;s of dependance between actions based on
the time between actions, the probabili ies of the initial actions.

(ii) operators performing multiple actions in response to single decision: in this
category, a decision is required as to whether errors associated with the decision
(i.e., mistakes) or failures in task execution (e.g., slips) are the more critical
failure modes. If a mistake is the more critical, the multiple actions are replaced
by a signal failure vent representing the mistake and quantified accordingly using
the TRC method. If the task-executior failures are more critical, then
dependences between them are assesse d using the THERP guidelines are
followed, as summarized in (i) above. If neither is clearly more critical,
sensitivity analyses are performed to identify the more significant contribution.
Task-execution errors can be more critical if there is no or limited opportunity for
correcting errors, such as a lack of information feedback or when the action is
irreversible (such as may happen in the manual opening of safety relief valves.)

(iii) operator actions in response to mu Uiple events: SAICs approach to ERA
modeling is unique in having rules for evaluating the effects of multiple events on
human performance; this is described in Chapter 12 of reference 4. Briefly, these
multiple events are modeled using the OAT/TRC approach where the time-
reliability distribution is convolved for each subsequent event to calculate a
conditional probability of failure; this method is consistent with the "limited
resource rational decision-maker" concept in cognitive analysis.
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(iv) actions by multiple operators: in this case, the multiple operator activities are
evaluated in a similar way to the case (ii) above in that a decision whether the
mistake-or the slip-types of failure are more critical. The TRC used for
quantifying mistakes implicitly includes the progressive inclusion of additional
technical staff such as specialists who may be called on from engineering or other
support groups. In addition, however, actions required outside the control room
must be considered in terms of the times required to gain access to equipment and
to perform the actions needed. These times must be taken into account by
adjusting the time available for thinking in quantifying the failure probability.
For slip-type failures, again the dependence guidelines of THERP are used, as
discussed above.

The representation of any multiple operator actions in any accident sequence requires
careful consideration of potential dependencies. A specific activity involves the HRA
and accident-sequence analysts evaluating each dominant sequence cut set for explicit or
implicit multiple human failures or actions. For each sequence where multiple human
events are involved, these events will be reviewed to identify whether any of the above
four types of dependencies exist, and, if so, that the correct quantification "rules" have
been applied. If the multiple human events appear independent, then these will be re-
reviewed with personnel to ensure that no subtle interconnections exist that have been
overlooked.

1.4 Burden

The role of a nuclear power plant operator was once described as 99% boredom with the
other 1% interrupted by sheer terror. This is only partly an exaggeration. The part that is
exaggerated is the claim that most of the time the operation of a nuclear plant is boring.
A normal day shift routine consists of continual brush-fire fighting, from supervision of
maintenance work orders to testing equipment to attending to regulatory items to
managing incessant paperwork. A typical shift consists of four people; three are
mandatory, five are a luxury and daily workload on a well-trained and motivated crew is
considerable. Add to this workload the occasional unexpected event and the potential for
overburdening a nuclear power plant crew is real and continual. People have the
apparently unique capability to act under uncertainty, always facing the dual questions:
can I do it? and will something intervene? Uncertainty represents a continuing relation
between people and their world. However, uncertainty never enhances human
performance (although clearly, some people handle uncertainty much better than others).
For example, the time required to a decision increases with uncertainty surrounding the
decision. For this reason, most accidents in high-risk technologies involve human errors,
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but these errors are forced, induced by system complexity and unforgiving situations.
This section introduces a concept that may be b< hind forced errors: operator burden.

Sources of Burden

A review of incidents at B&W reactor plants lee to the concept of operator burden.
Burden generally conies from time constraint. Hither there is too little time to reliably
perform an activity or the time rate of demands an the performer, the so-called pace of
the events, it too great. However, other causal contributors to burden exist as well and
are discussed in the next sections. The nuclear i ndustry "discovered" diagnostic burden
thanks to the TMI accident. Previous to TMI, e nergency conditions were to be managed
using event-oriented procedures, i.e., the event needed first to be diagnosed and the
procedure appropriate to the event could then b<; implemented. TMI reminded us that
diagnosis is a requirement in any off-normal incident and is not 100% reliable. TMI
seems to show that there are three sources of burden on the operator during diagnosis:
the credibility of ongoing events relative to operators beliefs and experiences, the
clearness in the indicated signature of the event:;, and the complexity or number of events
at any one time. Other sequences that could occur across the spectrum of LWRs seem to
offer the potential for diagnostic burden, e.g., confusion between a steam generator tube
rupture and a small LOCA in PWRs, confusion induced by a loss of all DC power and
thus all critical instrumentation in any LWR, multiplicity of events in the event signature
under a major plant fire that disables the norma or emergency AC power in an LWR.
Thus, diagnosis is influenced by the selectivity ind belief capacities of people, and its
reliability is a dominant issue in the reliability cf emergency management.

Decision making burden

The loss of all feedwater at TMI also allowed th 5 inadvertent discovery of a new option
to cooling the reactor core. Without a source of secondary cooling, many PWRs can
force-cool the reactor by injecting (or feeding) emergency core cooling system (ECCS)
water and bleeding it from the system using con Tollable PORVs. This feed and bleed
option can provide the necessary heat transfer in PWRs that are able to control the bleed
operation. However, the option relocates the ulfimate heat sink from outside the
containment to inside and necessarily introduce* radioactive water onto the containment
floor (usually into a sump).

Putting heat and radioactive water where they are not desired obviously is not an
inconsequential action. Further, there are a mul iplicity of reasons for a total loss of
feedwater (the secondary side cooling option) and many of these fault causes are readily
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repairable. This means that the operator is burdened not only with a decision to enact a
normally undesirable option (feed and bleed) but has to negotiate a tradeoff between the
restoration of the desired option and its alternative. All of this activity competes with
attention and other resources that are needed to combat the ongoing events and must be
performed under the constraint of time imposed by an increasing temperature of a core
without cooling. Similarly, the potential decision in a BWR to manually actuate the
automatic depressurization system under conditions which do not themselves actuate the
system is another decision that may induce conflict. The action of the standby liquid
control system during a BWR transient in which automatic scram failed is also a decision
burdened by conflict, competing resources, and confusion. There seem to be several
sources of decisional burden: the fact of the need to decide itself, the potential for
conflict between the alternatives, the fact that there are alternatives at all that may
compete for finite human resources, the uncertainty in the effects of a decision, and the
fact that an easy solution is the unpreferred solution and the preferred solution requires
time and other resources to implement.

Command &. control burden

The control room in a nuclear power plant is so extensively instrumented and full of
equipment controls that most anticipated operator actions can be affected within the
confines of the area. However, some scenarios would take some or all of the crew from
the friendly confines of the control room. Then communication is not easily made,
distance may separate operators from operators or controls from indicators, and the
decision maker may not be able to first-hand supervise ongoing activities and see their
results. The major source of the burden induced by command and control is the
remoteness of people and activities both from each other and in some scenarios from the
control room.

Physiological burden

The concept of workload originally referred to the physiological demands that a job or
task could place on its performer. As is the case for command and control, physiological
burden is potentially minimized under normal activities which can be performed from the
control room. However, remote, manual operations may be difficult to perform or may
be conducted under adverse environmental conditions, e.g., inadequate lighting, heat, or
tight quarters. In these scenarios, there is a source of burden due to the physical
requirements of the intended actions.
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A quantitative indicator of burden must eventually exhibit a decrement in reliability, i.e.,
the probability of failure must increase whenever burden increases, with all other
possible influences held constant. If multiple events occur nearly simultaneously, they
compete for attention and jointly use other sources, such as diagnosis or multiple crew
members. Multiple indicators for a single even may also be so different as to induce
operators into performing responses to the indications in such a serial fashion. Of course,
multiple indications of a single event may instead be reinforcing, i.e., they may convey
the same overall message but merely with differing modalities or signatures. For
example, the feedwater pump trip alarm and the rapid descent of the steam generator
level both, and particularly together, indicate ths loss of main feedwater cooling. Such a
multiple alarm signature would likely be treateci as a single indication by an experienced
crew and not increase burden over a one alarm signature. (In fact, if one of the
indications failed to arise, burden would probab ly increase due to an unmet expectation.)

The THERP nominal diagnosis model provided a second TRC to be used for a second
different cue (whether of one or more events), when cues occur near in time. This
concept can be more rigorously accounted for by recognizing that the THERP technique
is essentially a convolution of distributions (which in this case are the probabilistic
complements of TRCs). Suppose three distinct signatures arrive in a control room
essentially at once. Suppose the response to each requires the decision-making efforts of
the shift supervisor and he or she can only deal with one at a time. Suppose further that
the time from the first indication to some undesired plant condition, such as core damage,
is t. Let tjt be the duration it takes to decide upon and affect a response strategy for the
first event, and t2 and t3 be analogously defined for the other two events. Then success is
obtained only if: tx + t2 + t3 < t. If it is assumed that the response to each event alone is
the recovery TRC, then the probability of non-response to all three events (and thus the
third, since the decisions are made serially) is the convolution of the TRC three times.

2. FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Notwithstanding the current HRA technology, evolutions are underway in psychology
and risk management that will extend the scope of human reliability assessment to
consider organizational effectiveness, though new method will continue to use the single
job-performer as a point of reference. Research programs are underway (including two
by these authors) to develop techniques to asses the "morbidity" of an organization and
how it affects safety. This work considers, for c xample, what are the core processes of an
organization that affect safety (e.g problem solving, compliance with regulations), what
factors affect how well these processes are carri ;d out, what effect they have on job
performers in the plant, and how might the effectiveness of these processes be revealed
and monitored.
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One such approach is the use of performance indicators6'7-8. These indicators, if selected
correctly, reveal the adequacy of core processes on a continuing basis. The selection of
indicators can be performed in a structured manner, taking account of factors such as the
availability and frequency of data and the extent to which data can be manipulated by
organizations being monitored.

2.1 Human Endeavor & Risk Management

As has been pointed out by Wreathall7, total risk management is comprised of hierarchies
of risk maker-risk assessor-risk manager triads. Figure 4 (taken from Wreathall) portrays
these various levels. An individual job performer carries out management processes in
his own technical activities. He monitors his own work; he is responsible for ensuring
his work is performed to adequate standards, and he should be aware of the significance
of his actions within the broader scheme of things if he is to ensure safety. In fact,
personal responsibility at all levels of the organization is one important factor in ensuring
overall safety. This responsibility can be expressed in terms of core processes that
ensure safety. These core processes are identified as awareness, commitment, and
compliance.

SUPERNATIONAL NATIONAL CORPORATION PLANT DEPARTMENT INDIVIDUAL

FIG. 4. The telescope of risk control.
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Similarly, within the work team or departmen , there are endeavors that cause risk (such
as repairing an instrument in a pressure circuit). Within that department people are
monitoring the (implicit) levels of risk in the endeavor and changing the risk-making
behavior when it is judged to be inappropriately high. The risk-maker functions are the
individuals, with the risk-assessor, risk-manager functions being usually performed by
the supervisor or department manager. As one: considers higher levels of aggregation,
each function becomes performed by separate people (e.g. plant), separate departments
(e.g. corporation), and even different professions (e.g. national or supernational).
However, at all levels, the core processes of awareness, commitment, and competence are
similar in purpose and function.

It should be noted that this hierarchy has impli cations for the evaluation of human
reliability and risk. The level in the hierarchy that is being monitored specifies which
variables shall be included and which must be considered as constraints. For example, a
risk assessment of a single activity in a plant, for the purposes of selecting new
equipment for, perhaps, modifying training in a few areas, can consider corporate
management as a fixed characteristic of the system. However a national regulatory body
may be much more concerned with corporate decisionmaking. When the term "human
reliability analysis" is discussed, the level and scope of its issues must be considered. For
example, in evaluating issues associated with individuals performing actions (e.g.
abnormal occurrence responses in a nuclear p awer plant) factors, such as cognitive
processes, job performance aids, and the like, can be relevant factors. However,
regulatory supervision of companies and industries are much more concerned with
corporate policies, their implementation, and i;o on. The absence of specifying the level
of focus in the analysis is a common source of confusion between analysts in this area.

2.2 A Possible Framework for Core Process Evaluation

One possible framework for considering the evaluation of core processes and how they
may influence safety is through the types/tokens/accidents concept.

Types and tokens are terms used to distinguish different levels of contributing factors to
accidents and other safety significant events. Tokens are the factors unique to a
particular event such as a particular switch misselected or a meter misread, that
contributed to a chain of events. Types are the higher level factors that caused or
permitted the tokens to arise; in the case of the above example, the associated type could
be a decision to ignore identified human factors deficiencies. In general, types are
usually associated with some level of supervi >ory or management activity, whereas
tokens are the factors associated with actions at the "sharp" end; that is, the interactions
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with equipment. The concept of types and tokens was first developed by Hudson, and
has been reported by Reason8.

Classification of Types and Tokens

Starting at the level of the specific, the most immediate class of token are the varieties of
unsafe acts as shown in figure 5. These are the sorts of human "errors" that cause or
contribute specifically to an accident or other safety significant event. An example of an
unsafe act would be disabling safety equipment by misselecting a switch. The action
itself is termed an unsafe act; depending on whether the act causes the start of an accident
or disables installed safety barriers, it is classed as an active failure or a latent failure.
An active failure starts an accident sequence or has an immediate effect on the sequence;
a latent failure has the effect of disabling (usually inadvertently) an installed safety
barrier or other line of defense such that it fails to perform when called on in some
subsequent event. These failures are classified by reference to the performance needs of
the plant systems and accident scenarios.

There are three sorts of unsafe act tokens: slips & lapses, mistakes and circumventions.
They are the various different types of human fallibility. As previously described, slips
& lapses are failures in attention during some activity; they are usually associated with
routing actions, and involve the focus of attention on something other than the task at
hand. Slips are failures in attention, such as the unrealized selection of a wrong switch;
lapses are failures in memory, such as forgetting a memorized control sequence.
Mistakes are errors in problem-solving activities, usually in response to some external
demand (such as in corrective maintenance and during plant disturbance). Mistakes
occur at two levels: rule-based mistakes and knowledge-based mistakes. Rule-based
mistakes are errors in the selection of problem-solving rules for responding to an event;
either the rule is inappropriate or it contains errors that render it ineffective. Under
transient conditions, rule-based responses are usually the fastest, most efficient mode of
response—hence the use of rule-learning training on plant simulators. Knowledge-based
mistakes involve gaps or misunderstandings in the more abstract relationships between
plant systems and phenomena, such as not knowing of possible alternative cooling
systems following failure of ECCS equipment.

Circumventions are different from the above errors in that circumventions are deliberate
decisions to take an action that is not appropriate from a safety perspective. These vary
from the use of "shortcuts" taken to simplify a task (roetine circumventions), to the
activities undertaken to make a routine task more challenging or interesting (optimizing
circumventions), and to the extreme circumventions that involve wholesale disregard of
safety (extreme circumventions).
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This range of unsafe acts almost involve the front-line personnel in a principal capacity.
There are distinctions because these various classes of unsafe actions in their relative
frequencies and impact on safety; however, while these distinctions would be important
to human reliability modeling, they are not developed here—it is only the variety that are
of concern now.

While these unsafe act tokens involve the direct interface with equipment, their rates and
manners of occurrence are strongly influenced by an antecedent set of conditions tokens.
These condition tokens represent the psychological and physiological environment that
lead to the unsafe acts to the "sharp end". Three sets of condition tokens are represented;
these are: information-processing factors, situational factors, and social & motivational
factors. Information-processing (or cognitive) factors are associated with individual's
psychological abilities in carrying out their assigned missions; these factors include their
knowledge, skills and abilities (KSAs). Situational factors are the factors associated
with the physical and temporal aspects of the task, such as the man-machine interface, the
workload, job-performance aids, external distractions and the physical environment (heat,
radiation etc.). Social and motivational factors are associated with the effects of norms
of the work group and the attitudes of individuals; an example would be that an
individual often behaves differently working in a group that has an indifferent attitude to
safety vs one that has aggressive attitude. In the first group, peer pressure may encourage
the hiding of identified deficiencies; in the he second, peers would support their
reporting.

Both the unsafe acts tokens and the condition tokens are associated with specific
activities of an individual performing those tasks. However these acts and the conditions
leading to their occurrence are strongly shaped by types associated with the supervisory
core process.

Core processes correspond to the functions of the risk maker-risk assessor-risk manager
triad discussed earlier. The risk maker must demonstrate competence in safety in this
performance of activities that cause risk. The risk assessor must monitor the risk levels
and ensure that awareness of these levels is maintained by the risk manager. The risk
manager then must ensure commitment to safety matters. In this way, the core processes
are transcendental throughout the organization.

These source types then influence the activities at the front line of safety through their
particular plant functions and levels; these are the function types and the control types.
These function types are the localized manifestation of the source types. Function types
have been classified broadly according to Mintzberg's Organization model9: operating
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core, technostructure, and support function. The control types represent the spans of
influence in the organization. The Strategic apex is the executive decisionmaking
element in the organization, such as (typically) :he Vice President (Nuclear) and the plant
manager. The middle line represents the middle management of the various functions
(e.g., operations, maintenance) and the worker! comprises the front-line personnel in
these functions. The technostructure represents those functions responsible for
standardizing the work of the operating function; included are QA, training, licensing and
engineering support.

2.3 Relationship Between Types, Tokens & Accidents

As mentioned above, we consider two broad classes of unsafe acts in the causation of
accident; these are simply active failure and latent failures. Active failures are the
"triggering" events that occur, raising the possibility of an accident occurring, such as in
the case of an operator tripping a circuit breaker, which causes a reactor scram and
disables the main feed system.

Safety is usually ensured by the presence of safety barriers. These barriers can be
imagined as blocking the trigger events from becoming accidents; examples of barriers
include the operation of safety equipment (cool ng systems, shutdown systems, etc.) and
the presence of physical containment equipmen t (vessels, containment structures, etc).
However, barriers are not perfect; they have gaps or weaknesses in them. The existence
of a gap in one barrier is often defended by a second or third barrier which does not have
similar gaps. Only when the gaps "line up" can a trigger event cause an accident. For
active barriers (e.g. cooling systems) these gaps correspond to equipment failures, which
can have varying rates and durations.

One significant influence on the rates of occurrence and durations of these gaps are
latent failures that results from human errors. Latent failures result in equipment being
unknowingly left in an unavailable state, such ss not being restored to safety after repair.
Latent failures occur some time (possibly a long time) before the occurrence of trigger
events against which the barriers provide protection.

Latent failures and active failures are different occurrences of the various kinds of unsafe
act tokens. Increasing either the frequency or duration leads to a reduction in safety.
One of the purposes of indicators is to evaluate how these rates of failures and their
various antecedent influences (especially types) are trending with time.
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2.4 The Roles & Structures of Indicators in Human Reliability Analysis

Based on the preceding sections, there is a hierarchy of influences and interactions
relating the likelihood of accidents to the source and function types. The likelihood of
accidents is to a large degree influenced by the combined likelihoods of active failures
(trigger events) and latent failures. Both latent and active failures can result from human-
caused unsafe acts, with the human contribution estimated to vary from 50% to over
90%, depending on the depth of root-cause analysis. In other words, the frequencies of
both active and failures are strongly influenced by the frequencies of unsafe acts.

Both the active and latent failures have indicators associated with them. The frequencies
of active failure can be monitored by some of the direct indicators, such as the numbers
of scrams and the number of significant events.

It is these direct indicators that principally are the subject of programs such as the
UNIPEDE/WANO/INPO performance indicators programs. The frequencies of failures
are monitored by the number of failures of the barriers, as in the "risk-based" equipment
performance indicators. The direct indicators and the equipment performance
indicators, both provide a perspective of the overall trend in safety as it would be
represented in the perspective of a probabilistic risk assessment; that is, the likelihood of
an accident is the product of the frequencies of initiating (trigger) events and the
likelihoods of barrier failures.

The limitation in using only the direct indicators and the equipment failure indicators and
the equipment failure indicators is that both trigger events and safety system failures are
relatively rare occurrences, and the fact of their occurrence does not provide much
information about their antecedent causes. One of these deficiencies, the lack of
information about causes has been addressed in the USA by evaluating the frequencies of
different causes of, and corrective actions in response to, active and latent failures
(cause/correction codes indicators). However, events that can be evaluated for their
associated causes and corrective actions are relatively sparse, and once these are parsed
into the cause/correction codes, the event counts in these categories are very small.

In order to evaluate the effects of the various plant functions on safety, programmatic
performance indicators monitor the safety-related performance of activities within
these functions, such as the effectiveness of root-cause analysis in maintenance. These
programmatic indicators provide a basis for identifying the various types giving rise to
problems at the "unsafe acts" level. Importantly they provide a means of identifying
types that may cause increased frequencies of both latent and active failures. These
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indicators are aimed at monitoring plant behav or for the presence of source types in
terms of their manifestation as control/function types. For example, what are the levels
of awareness, commitment & competence in the organization as a whole, at a particular
plant, and within the individual departments as they affect safety. Suppose, for example,
that training demonstrated a lack of awareness of safety issues; suppose operations
demonstrated a lack of commitment to safety, and so on. We must believe the plant, as a
whole, would be unsafe. Hence the task of indicators development is to select indicators
that monitor these core processes in the various activities that strongly influence safety.

This challenge is seen as a major transition in 1 uman reliability analysis, from focusing
on the smallest part of the telescope to the bigger picture. This change is unlikely to
occur suddenly. However, change will occur.
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Abstract

The laboratory "Prognoz" in Obninsk, USSR, carried out research into
the structure of operator's performance at NPP with the aim to identify
psychological requirements to the people of this occupation. For analysis
a battery of methods assessing psychological compliance with occupational
requirements was used. The survery covered 1565 individuals, among them 72
pupils, 544 students specializing in power engineering, 834 operators of
NPP control rooms, and 115 members of NPP administration, 127 operators
were tested for performance qualities. Besides, we examined motivation and
attitude characteristics and performarce qualities of 150 individuals
involved in the follow-up of the Cherrobyl accident.

The following criteria of operator's successful performance, or
performance qualities, were identified: appropriateness of actions under
normal operating conditions and in potentially hazardous situations,
correctness of operator's own decisions, active role in group decision
making, self-control, prompt and precise actions in emergency situations.
In emergency, of particular importance become such qualities as initiative,
readiness to take actions to minimize accident consequences, involvement in
hazardous operations on an accident follow-up, creative approach to one's
duties, resolution and courage, self-control, ability to take orders and
sense of operating conditions, members of NPP staff should, evidently, be
physically fit, possess strong will-power and have motivation for
accident-free operation of NPP as well as good technical and organizational
training. Moreover, in critical conditions the sense of duty and high
moral qualities of a personality play an increased role. All this points
to exacting demands placed on members of NPP staff psychologically and
emphasizes the need to carry out psychological selection in the industry.

This allowed us to draw a fairly comprehensive picture of an
examinee's personality. On the basis of test results we obtained a
psychological description of a person: a set of values and aspirations,
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motivation and attitudes, psychological health, moral qualities,
development of will-power, personality traits, style of performance and
communication, etc. As personal data are collected, a file is formed which
is later used for investigation purposes.

With the results of expert judgement of performance qualities amassed,
a data file on operators' performance qualities was formed. The results of
tests in different samples (age, position, type of NPP, students and NPP
staff) were compared and psychological qualities were checked against
performance indicators with the use of methods of mathematical statistics
and correlation analysis. To facilitate the research, an automated system
of processing psychological data was used.

The results of psychological research focusing on efficiency on job
allow finding specific ways of optimizing human factor today. That is
why, in particular, research findings must be used when handling typical
problems of management, such as, handling personnel selection and
recruitment, its training and appraisal. Of special importance is
learning psychology of performance and behavior in industries where work
is associated with risk and erroneous actions and decisions may lead to
hazadous consequences.

A reseach center intended for studies on psychology of occupational
selection and personnel recruitment at nuclear power plants (NPP) was
opened several years ago in Obninsk and a project on improving personnel
management in nuclear power engineering was launched [5-7].

The laboratory "Prognoz" in Obninsk, USSR, carried out the research
into the structure of operator's performance at NPP with the aim to
identify psychological requirements to the people of this occupation.
For analysis a battery of methods assessing psychological compliance
with occupational requirements was used. The survey has covered 1565
individuals, among them 72 pupils, 544 students specializing in power
engineering, 834 operators of NPP control rooms, and 115 members of NPP
administration. 127 operators were tested for performance qualities.
Besides, we examined motivation and attitude characteristics and
performance qualities of. 150 individuals involved in the follow-up of
the Chernobyl accident. The theoretical principles of the studies were
those of psychological selection as described in [2]. The generalal al-
gorithm for selection followed the sequence "candidate for college
admission - college student- member of NPP staff - NPP executive " and
the objective was to identify professionally relevant qualities for
each occupational group.

The key performance characteristics governing the choice of
psychological methods of assessing operator's personality were as fol-
lows:
wide range of stress factors: from conditions of routine to high

stress work;
high probability of a sudden change from routine to active actions,

i.e. a switch from the mode of tracking and information retrieval to
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that of decision making under the conditions of time shortage and risk
of accident;
increased responsibility for actions taken and their consequences;
precision of actions and decisions in an emergency situation posing

threat to life;
performance in group, mutual dependence between an operator and the

rest of the shift;
professional skills in managing bo':h sophisticated facilities and tho-

se who control NPP operation.
The following criteria of operator's successful performance , or

performance qualities, were identified: appropriateness of actions under
normal operating conditions and ir. potentially hazardous situations,
correctness of operator's own decisions, active role in group decision
making, self-control, prompt and precise actions in emergency situa-
tions. In emergency, particular importance acquire such qualities as
initiative, readiness to take actions to minimize accident consequences,
involvement in hazardous operations of an accident follow-up, creative
approach to one's duties, resolution and courage, self-control, ability
to take orders and sense of descipline. In order for high performance
to be provided under normal operating conditions, members of NPP staff
should, evidently, be physically f:,t, possess strong will-power and
have motivation for accident-free operation of NPP as well as good
technical and organizational skills . Moreover, in critical conditions
the sense of duty and high moral qualities of a personality play an
increased role. All this points to exacting demands placed on members of
NPP staff psychologically and emphasizes the needto carry out
psychological selection in the industry.

The selection criteria were identified by the method similar to
functional-structural analysis. The structure of operator's performance
under normal operating conditions W,:LS examined and a tentative list of
requirements to members of occupational groups- engaged in maintaining
NPP control panels was made. This list was found to be generally in
agreement with the results obtained by the 16-factor questionnaire by
R.Kattel, the MMPI questionnaire as adapted by B.Berezin for non-
clinical conditions of testing, pict:5grams for assessing propped memory,
the Rozenzweig's test and questionnaire used to determine inclination to
risk taking by Schubert (RSK).

The study of operator's motivation and attitudes was done in two
stages. At the first stage, wnich consisted of interviews and
observation, we identified basic motives: cognitive, utalitarian, that
of prestige, level of aspirations and avoidance of conflicts. At this
stage the main attitudes in work were also distingished: performing
one's duty, appreciating social significance of one's work; attitudes
aimed at career promotion, high quality, prompt and precise actions,
social approval and high payment. At the second stage, a questionnaire
of attitudes was used which allowed estimating the relative importance
of each motive for performance and deriving a hierarchy of motives and
attitudes for each individual. Averaged sample data can then be used as
a reference for giving description of a personality.

Motives and attitudes were compared with personality qualities using
the results of the "questionnaire of attitudes" and checked against the
data of the Kattel's questionnaire, MMPI and Rozenzweig's test. The data
of the "questionnaire of attitudes" was supplemented with the estimates
of inclination to risk by RSK and data of Rozenzweig's test assessing
situational and operational attitudes (sets). The Kattel's questionnaire
and MMPI gave an idea of such components of examinee's social attitudes
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as commitment to job, adherence to social norms, persuit of social
approval, etc.

Certain characteristics of operator's cognitive qualities, which were
included in the suggested list of requirements, can be derived from
quantitative and personality data of the pictogram test, MMPI scales and
Katte1's factors.

In order to obtain information on personality qualities relevant to
performance, we used the method of expert judgement. The judgement was
done by those members of NPP staff who knew examinees well enough,
specifically their executives and fellow-members of the shift.

All this allowed us to draw a fairly comprehensive picture of an
examinee's personality. On the basis of test results we obtained a
psychological description of a person: a set of values and aspirations,
motivation and attitudes, psychological health, moral qualities,
development of will-power, personality traits, style of performance and
communication, etc. As personal data are collected, a file is formed
which is later, used for investigation purposes.

With the results of expert judgement of performance qualities amas-
sed, a data file on operators' performance qualities was formed. The
results of tests in different samples (age, position, type of NPP,
students and NPP staff) were compared and psychological qualities were
checked against performance indicators with the use of methods of
Tnathematical statistics and correlation analysis. To facilitate the
research, an automated system of processing psychological data was used.
The value of psychological analysis in occupational selection can be
judged by prediction accuracy of conclusions on examinee's occupational
aptitude [4]. When investigating personality with the methods chosen, we
did not merely aimed-at describing individual differences but also tried
to find out how they affect a person's behavior, both in normal and
abnormal conditions. With a file of personal characteristics formed, a
researcher is enabled to trace an examinee's behavior in different
actual situations including emergency ones. Checking the results of
psychological analysis (which allows drawing final report on
professional aptitude) against the actual behavior of a person in
emergency is the best validity test a for professional selection method.
The effectiveness of psychological methods as applied to personnel
management in nuclear power engineering is the summation of the
following components: minimizing wrong occupational choice and
psychological preparedness of candidates for power engineering colleges,
early diagnosis and inculcation of desired personal qualities, develop-
ment of professionally relevant qualities by the time of college
graduation, shortening the time of graduate's adaptation to job,
eliminating mistakes in assignment to operative kinds of job, increasing
NPP reliability by screening and selecting out misfits. The last
component is sort of resultant and an indicator of effectiveness of
manpower policy in terms of occupational selection and recruitment,
personnel education and training.

Different methods of psychological analysis have varying effecti-
veness and this is also true when they are used in personnel management.
The ultimate effectiveness of a method depends on whether the whole
scheme of tasks is properly laid out and the procedure used is reliable.
Moreover, the question arises as to applicability of some mathematical
methods for assessing criteria to be used in selection as well as
personnel management in general.
In our study there are psychological criteria related in a unique

fashion to performance indicators. For drawing such relationships,
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methods of matching and multiple correlation, variance and regression
analysis are generally used. However, a relationship is affected by not
only the number of examinees, but a sample composition too
[1 pp.118-120].The wider the range of performance indicators, the more
reason we have to expect that differences in psychological characteris-
tics related to performance qualities have prediction significance for
the occupational aptitude diagnosis. Indeed, when performance indicators
in a sample are identical,the differebce in psychological characteris-
tics does not suggeest that they are professionally relevant. By
contrast, for a professionally homogeneous sample of successful
employees coincidence of psychological qualities will be meaningful. The
correlation between shared level of success and similarities in
personal qualities may become the bai is for assessing predictability of
each of personal indicators on collection of them and deducing " a model
representation " of professionally relevant qualities. A conclusion on
these correspondences can be made cnly after a sufficient amount of
represantative samples are collected and statistical analysis of the
results is carried out. The correlation analysis of the survey results
may produce a disappointing impression at first glance: different
samples have diverse combinations of characteristics, expected
correlations failed to become significant, yet new relationships which
are hard to explain are plenty. Does it suggest that the correlation
analysis as well as other mathematical methods of estimating
cause-and-effeet relations is not v:.lid here? We now give an example
similar to that from [1 ] to show how a correlation "disappears" when
characteristics under study turn out to be concentrated within a
narrow range of values. This is :he case with virtually any NPP
professional group homogeneous in performance indicators and personal
qualities. Fig.l shows the rela",ionship between a hypothetical
professionally relevant quality X and a performance indicator Y with the
correlation Kx.y close to 1. In the chosen area which covers the esti-
mates of professionally relevant qua]ities and performance qualities in
the sample {x,y}c{ X,Y }, the points are randomly distributed throu-
ghout the field. This implies that ii the chosen area of the variables
X1X2 c X and YiY2 c Y there is no correlation, or else the correlation
becomes significant by virtue of sample properties, rather than the
relationship between X and Y. By way of example we take the correlation
between the Kattel's factor Q3 (seL'-control and self-descipline) and
the performance quality measured which is defined as self-possession in
critical situations.The calculated sample values of correlation between
these parameters appeared to be below the level of significance.In order
trustworthy information on relationship between personal and performance
qualities to be obtained through estimating correlations, one should
consider differing groups of employees whose performance ranges from
failure to success.lt is also desirable that psychological characteris-
tics of examinees have a wide variance. Samples should be heterogeneous
with respect to parameters which are used as a basis for selection
criteria. In actual conditions, howover, it is impossible to find a
group heterogeneous in given parameters and engaged in operative work in
a control room. When operators of control rooms are tested for
performance qualities,some can be found to be better, others worse than
the average;, operators who are not able to do their job or do it badly
(according to reguirements of sample heterogeneity) are nonexistent. The
results of psychological testing al^o turned out to be specific and
similar for all samples, with a good sample-to-sample recurrence of
averages on a number of scales. This suggests considerable clustering
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X2.
P R Q

Pig.1 . "Disappearance" of correlation with data clustering
within a narrow range. Plotted on the X-axis is an
increase of the quantitative characteristic of profes-
sionally relevant quality, on the Y-axis an increase of
the performance success indicator; intervals 32.X\ and
yiy2 correspond to the sample values of X and Y for
professionals. Points along the slope are individual
correlations between personal qualities and success
indicators. The box contains the data for professionals.

of results of psychological testing in professional . groups under
consideration.

For this reason we found it d i f f icu l t to use sample values of
matching correlations obtained in the survey for the purpose of estima-
ting predictability of individual personality qualities. The values of
correlations between the same factors in different samples were found
not to coincide in many pairs measured. The table shows correlations at
the signififiance level of p < 0 ,05 between performance and personality
qualities in three samples. The first thing to be noted is the increased
number of correlating factors when the average score by all perfomance
indicators approaches three, the average score on the scale. We should
also stress a greater spread of estimates about the mean which suggests
increased heterogeneity of the sample as to performance indicators.
Besides, each group shows peculiar combinations of correlating factors.
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The increased number of these facto:-s is explained by the fact that the
spread of estimates of the third group is much wider than in the first
(Fig.2). Peculiar combinations of correlating factors in each group
allow us to judge on the features of behavior of specific individuals in
specific groups. The indicators :>f the second group may seem even
paradoxical and only very low values of averaged profile on the MMPI
scales give a clue to their understanding.
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The data of the third group appears to be most logical. Out of the
three groups mentioned, this group is the least homogeneous as to the
estimates of performance qualities. If the data of correlation analysis
are viewed from the standpoint of the weight of each quality
characteristic of the sample, they nay help to f ind the mechanisms which
are mainly responsible for success of employees in a given group. The
data of correlation analysis, thus, can serve as criteria for personnel
selection and recruitment. The sample in this case should be made up of
members of one team. This is because sample correlation considers the
spread of parameters about sample means peculiar to the members of a.
given sample or similar reasons, i; is to be admitted that regression
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analysis, multiply correlation and other correlation methods have low
effectiveness when used for development of occupational selection
criteria, though these methods can provide trustworthy and useful data
for personnel recruitment and training.

A conclusion may be made that in psychological selection one should
be guided by the combination of quantitative personal indicators which
are known as a generalized profile or " a reprensentation of a model
employee".

Since a representation of a model emploee is measured by the
characteristic deviations of sample means of a successful group from the
test standard,those pessonality qualities which produce deviation of
significance from the standard and show small variance are to be taken
as guiding in identification of professionally relevant qualities. High
repetition of the same personality qualities in different samples of one
professional group and their psychological justification as advan
tageous for performance can serve to indicate the correctness of
identifying professionally relevant qualities. With regard to our study
this amounts to high values of factors C,G and Q reccurring in 11
samples; fairly small values of F,L; medium values of 0 and high values
of B,A,Q in 8 samples out of 11 (after Kattel). MMPI data lie within the
standart norm with weakly pronounced peaks on scales L,K,6 and 9.
Excellent memory, moderate inclination to risk and well-developed
structure of motivations and attitudes complete the description of "a
model employee". The data of Rozenzweig's test, on the average, do not
show deviation of significance from the standard of this test.
Therefore,it seems appropriate to use this test in recruiment.

Comparing generalized personality profiles derived for samples of
school students, college students of varying age and members of NPP
staff not engaged in operative maintenance with the representation of a
model employee, we find statistically significant differences with
regard to most professionally relevant qualities of interest. This fact
not only suggests that characteristics of a model employ are
representative but also presents an argument in favour of psychological
service in the industry. Therefore, it is advisable to work out a
program of occupational selection and NPP personnel training aimed at
developing professionally relevant qualities. As mentioned above,
selection effectiveness can be judged by the effectiveness/success with
which it screens out those who has made a wrong occupational choice and
reduction of losses in power generation after dismissing misfits. The
more reliable the method, the closer design effectiveness to actual. The
mathematical test of reliability for the methods used is based on
comparison of psychological testing results with results of expert
judgements as to performance indicators. The reliability is given as
quantitative characteristic of correspondence between the weight of a
professionally relevant quality and the level of success from the
standpointof performance indicators.

The study estimated five performance indicators (Table 1). The range
of scale for each performance quality was 5 points. 3 points correspond
to satisfactory level of performance indicators. The maximum level with
regard to all performance qualities yields the sum of 25, thus an
employee who fits the job will have at least 15 points out of 25. This
makes the level of selection by performance indicators 15 points.

When personality characteristics are scaled, significance of each
psychological quality for performance indicators should be assessed.
Inasmuch as correlation and regression analysis appeared to be unsui-
table for describing matching and multiple correlations, we tried to
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TABLE 1. CHANGES IN CORRELATIONS WITH AN INCREASE IN SAMPLE
HETEROGENEITY

Sample
characteristics

Sample

Group
offirst-
rateopera-tors,

16 persons,
homo-geneo-
usgroup

NPPopera-tors,40 persons
NPPopera-tors ,

32 per-sons
letero-geneo-
usgroup

averagescore

4,28+0,54

3,95+0,91

3,55+1,26

Personality characteristics correlating withperformance indicators in emergencysituations ***

tests**

K
M

K

M

K

M

general correctassessment ness ofof perfor- deei-manoe sions

+H*
-K* -F*

-C,+Q2,+0

-L, -Qi,-0

-F.-8.-9,-5

-C

+1.+7,+8 *
+B.-P,
-Q1

-1,-4,
-8, -9

deci-sionsin
group

+Q2 +

-1,
-3*

-I,+Q2
+1*

+c,
+H,
-L,
-0
+L,
+K,
-5,
-P

selfcontrol

+N
-3

-A,
+Q2
+1

+B,
+N

4

precisionand promt i-tude of ac-
tions

+H*

-L, +02

+1,+7,+8

+L, -9

* p > 0,05.** K - by Kattel's test,
M - by MMPI test.*** "+" and "-" designate positive and negative correlations.

make rough estimates of positive and negative impact of individual
qualities and their most typical combinations on performance indicators.
Procedures of this kind are described for solving problems with diffuse
sets. The model of personality qualities scale ! PQS ) was developed from
comparison of testing results with estimates of performance qualities in
a control sample. Table 1 shows this sample as group 3. It was based on
the standard values of sample testing data for successful employees with
the sample means taken as the norm.The depature from the normal to "the
better side" added additional points, "to the worse side" - took several
points away.Thus the combination of tfMPI indicators on all the scales in
normal yield 10 points on PQS corresponding to the number of scales in
the test.
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In contrast to the model representation by MMPI, the means by the
Kattel's test differ markedly from the test standard on a number of
scales. There are the following factors: B is scored from -1 to +2, C -
from -5 to +2, G- from -7 to +2, L- from +1 to -1, 0- to -2, Q -to -1,
Q - from -4 to +3, Q -from -2 to +1. Moreover, account was also taken
of compensating combinations of factors,their relations with motives
and attitudes, pictogram data, RSK test and Rozenzweig's test. The
length of the scale of model personal qualities was 22 points.

We suppose that a person showing model indicators with regard to
personal qualities gets 22 points on PQS and the success of his
performance will be rated at about 25 points on the scale of performance
indicators. By contrast, a person who does not fit the job psychologi-
cally will score 0 on PQS and 0 by performance indicators: Thus the
satisfactory level of performance qualities will correspond to "thre-
shold" personality characteristics with regard to a person's aptitude
to the job.

The effectiveness of selection can be presented graphically [see
1,p.154].Along the X-axis PQS quantitative indicators are plotted; along
the Y-axis - quantitative indicators of success by the scale of
performance qualities, obtained by expert judgements. Note the
designations (analogous to those in [3]): A is an error event in an
employee's performance;
P(A) is the probability of the error;
P(A/Hl) is the probability of A event under hypothesis Hi;
P(A/H2) is the probability of A event under hypothesis H2.
The effectiveness of selection can then be found from the relation:

P(A/K) P(Hl/K)*P(A/Hl ) + P(K/H2)*P(A/H2
Ef = l - ————— = 1 - ———————————————————————

P(A) P(H1 )*P(A/H1 ) + P(H2)*P(A/H2)
where P(A/K) is a probable number of errors by personnel selected by
psychological testing. P(A) is a probable number of errors by personnel
which was not subject to psychological selection.

The estimation shows that the expected economic benefit from opera-
tor's testing and replacement of misfits (in terms of their psychologi-
cal qualities) may be as large as 600000 roubles per year.

Fig, 2 shows distribution of personal characteristics of a control
sample of operators which were obtained by locating test results on the
empirical PQS and the scale of performance qualities. In accordance with
the distribution

P(H1/K)= 0,83; P(K/H21=0; P(Hi)=0,93;
PIH2) = 0,07; P(K/HD=0,1; P(H2/K)=0,07.

If we assume that the selected personnel makes one-tenth of the mis-
takes committed by misfits, the selection effectiveness, as assessed by
the method proposed, will be close to unity, i.e., psychological selec-
tion has screened out virtually all misfits. Yet, there is a probability
P(K/H ) equal to 0.1 of screening out suitable for the work employees.
The distortions of the method are equal to:

P I K / H i )

P ( H l / K )

+ P ( K / H 2 )

+ P ( H 2 / K )

3

27

1
.' 7

9
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which accounts for errors of psychological methods of selection. It may
be argued that the hypothesis about correlation between threshold values
on PQS and estimates of performance success is confirmed with the
validity of 1 - 1/9 = 8/9 % 0,89.

The estimation of selection effectiveness by the proposed methods and
prediction of performance success by psychological testing is valid for
normal operating conditions under which there is no hazard to a man's
life yet such qualities as taking correct decisions, precise actions and
self-control are still required. In ';he case of a major accident at the
Chernobyl NPP, other psychological mechanisms were found to be operating
and the resources were detected which could not be measured by the
methods used. At the same time, mechanisms of self- defense sometimes
came into action and .some employees lost control of their behavior. The
sense of responsibility for one's actions can transform a person in a
most unexpected way and someone nay show heroism unseen in usual
circumtances while others get petr:.fied and unable to perform their
work. The validity test of a package of methods which was done
immediately after the Chernobyl accident has shown that only 50& of
predictions were completely accurate, It was concluded that the validity
of the package can be improved by including a special motivation test.
It is essential to continue :,mproving methods of estimating
professionally relevant qualities ard enhancing accuracy of prediction
of performance characteristics in emergency.

However, we .succeeded in essertially improving the prediction
validuty by introducing expert coefficients for the importance of
development of each performance mo;ive [8]. The prediction validity
(validity of the "Controlroom Package" method) enhanced up to 80%.
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